TOWN OF NEWINGTON
TOWN PLAN AND ZONING COMMISSION
April 14, 2021 - 7:00 P.M.

This meeting will be presented as a Zoom Webinar/Meeting.
Information on how to attend will be posted on the Town website at:
https://www.newingtonct.gov/virtualmeetingschedule
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III. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
IV. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (For Items Not Listed On The Agenda; Speakers Limited To 2
Minutes. Use The Zoom “Raise Hand” Function)
V. ZONING ENFORCEMENT OFFICER REPORT
Documents:
3-31-21 ZEO REPORT - MARCH.PDF
VI. REMARKS BY COMMISSIONERS
VII. PUBLIC HEARING
A. Petition #12-21: Modification Of Special Permit (Section 5.2.7) At 80 Fenn Rd, Square
Peg Pizzeria LLC, Applicant, John Matte, Contact.
Documents:
12-21 STAFF REPORT.PDF
12-21 APPLICATION SCAN.PDF
12-21 SQUARE PEG PIZZA NARRATIVE.PDF
12-21 MONTANA AXE SITE PLAN.PDF
B. Petition #13-21 Zoning Regulations For Outdoor Dining (Sections 3.11.6 And 3.15.3), To
Temporarily Authorize The Town Planner To Approve Outdoor Dining At Existing
Restaurants, Newington TPZ, Applicant.
Documents:
STAFF REPORT OUTDOOR DINING PROPOSED REGULATION
CHANGES.PDF
13-21 OUTDOOR DINING PROPOSED REGULATION CHANGES (1).PDF
VIII. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Documents:
TPZ MINUTES 03242021 REGULAR.PDF
IX. NEW BUSINESS

Documents:
TPZ MINUTES 03242021 REGULAR.PDF
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X. OLD BUSINESS
A. Petition #09-21 Zoning Text Amendment To Allow The Keeping Of Hens (Sections 3.1.3
And 3.3.5) Newington TPZ, Applicant.
Documents:
09-21 STAFF REPORT.PDF
09-21 REVISION 3 - PROPOSED HEN AMENDMENT 3.3.5-.PDF
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Documents:
STAFF REPORT NEWINGTON JUNCTION TOD FOR DISCUSSION.PDF
NEWINGTON JUNCTION MAP.PDF
C. B Zone Discussion
Documents:
STAFF REPORT B- ZONE REGULATION CHANGES - DISCUSSION.PDF
B ZONE PROPOSED AMENDMENT.PDF
XI. PETITIONS FOR PUBLIC HEARING SCHEDULING
A. Petition #17-21: Zoning Text Amendment To Provide For Alternate Minimum Frontage In
The PD Zone, And To Increase Allowed Apartment Density In The PD Zone (Sections
4.5, 3.18, And 3.19), HJG-PC Newington Investor, LLC, Applicant, Dennis Goderre,
Contact.
B. Petition #18-21: Special Permit (Sections 3.15.3 & 6.6.2) For A Restaurant Serving
Alcoholic Beverages In The B-BT Zone, At 2186 Berlin Turnpike, Olajide Bello, Applicant
And Contact.
C. Petition #14-21: Resubdivison At 16 Fenn Road, To Create One Additional Lot, PD And
TOD Overlay Zone, Vincent Porzio & Dominic D'Agostino, Applicant, Mark S. Shipman,
Contact. (Tentative PH Date Of May 12, 2021)
D. Petition #15-21: Special Permit (Sections 5.2 & 6.11: New Carwash Facility) At 16 Fenn
Road, Vincent Porzio & Dominic D'Agostino, Applicant, Mark S. Shipman, Contact.
(Tentative PH Date Of May 12, 2021)
XII. TOWN PLANNER REPORT
XIII. COMMUNICATIONS
Documents:
3-19-21 TOWN LETTERS.PDF
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Minutes. Use The Zoom “Raise Hand” Function)
XV. REMARKS BY COMMISSIONERS
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TOWN OF NEWINGTON
200 Garfield Street Newington, Connecticut 06111

Town Planner
Memorandum
To:

TPZ Commission

From:

Erik S. Hinckley, Land Use Enforcement Officer/Asst. Town Planner

Date:

April 5, 2021

Re:

80 Fenn Road – Square Peg Pizza Special Permit 12-21 (Modification of Special
Permit 13-18)

Staff report:
The applicant is applying for a modification to special permit 13-18 that was issued by the TPZ on June
29, 2018. Condition #1 of that permits states “Any future expansion of the food or drinks offered on the
property will require review by the Town Plan and Zoning Commission to determine if additional parking
is required.” Section 5.2.7 of the regulations require a new petition and a public hearing for a modification
to a special permit.
TPZ originally approved Montana Nights in March 2018 (petition 04-18-recreational use in the I zone). In
June 2018 (petition 13-18-for sale of alcoholic beverages) was approved the TPZ. In 2019 TPZ approved
a site plan modification for Montana Nights (petition 18-19) that increased the amount of parking spaces
for this business by 23 spaces.
The property at 80 Fenn Road is 3.27 acres and located in the I (Industrial zone). The applicant is seeking
to build a pizza oven and counter space inside the existing foot print of Montana Nights. The build out
will encompass 400 square feet. This counter service would serve patrons of Montana Nights as well as
walk in clientele who will pick up pre-ordered food that was and leave the premises. Square Peg will
maintain the same operating hours as Montana Nights and no additional traffic or parking issues are
anticipated.
Commission:
This application for an intensification of an approved accessory use, meets all the requirements as set
forth in section 5.2 of the regulations. Potential parking issues were addressed in 2019 when the TPZ
approved 23 additional parking spaces at this site. Staff recommends approval of this application.
Section 5.2.6:
5.2.6 In reviewing the proposed special permit, the Commission shall consider the following criteria as
well as any specific standards pertaining to the requested special permit or special permit and record its
findings in the record of the meeting:
A. The need for the proposed use in the proposed location.
Phone: (860) 665-8575 Fax: (860) 665-8577
townplanner@newingtonct.gov
www.newingtonct.gov

B. The existing and probable future character of the neighborhood in which the use is located.
C. The size, type and location of main and accessory buildings in relation to one another, and in relation
to other structures in the vicinity.
D. Traffic circulation within the site; amount, location and access to parking, and traffic load or possible
circulation problems on existing streets or proposed streets and driveways considering impact on existing
streets are effected. For large scale retail developments in excess of 40,000 square feet of gross floor area
a traffic impact analysis report with proposed mitigation measures shall be submitted with the application.
E. Availability of public water and sewer, and possible overloading of water and sewage systems and the
adequacy of the existing off site storm water system serving the property to safety accommodate any
increase in drainage. (Effective 12-01-01)
F. Location and type of display signs, lighting and landscaping and the impact of type signs on adjacent
properties.
G. Safeguards to protect adjacent property, and the neighborhood in general, from detriment including,
but not limited to proper buffering.

Square Peg Pizzeria
Project Narrative
The project site is located inside of Montana Nights Axe Throwing, address 80 Fenn Rd
Newington, CT 06111 and is compromised of approximately 400 square feet of space.
Estimated length and width of 20 x 20.
We are anticipating minimal parking increase and traffic; since majority of the business will
generate from Montana Axe Throwing guests. We anticipate a small amount of take out mostly
from Montana guests.
During peak time, we anticipate to have two employees during peak times Friday, Saturday and
Sunday and one employee during other hours. The hours of operations will reflect the same
hours of Montana Nights Axe Throwing.
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

4PM-10PM
4PM-10PM
4PM-11PM
1PM-11PM
1PM-8PM
Closed
4PM-10PM

This will eliminate Montana Nights Axe Throwing reselling prepared foods on premises and
continuing to serve food during operating hours.
Base on the existing traffic we are utilizing the same parking space as Montana Nights Axe
Throwing; approx. 80 spaces.
Square Peg Pizzeria will provide a new experience for the residents of Newington with the
collaboration with Montana Nights Axe Throwing. This will be an enhancement for the
community.

TOWN OF NEWINGTON
200 Garfield Street Newington, Connecticut 06111

Town Planner
Memorandum
To:

Town Plan and Zoning Commission

From:

Town Planner Renata Bertotti, AICP

Date:

April 6, 2021

Subject: Petition 13-21 – Zoning Regulations Amendment – Outdoor Dining
_____________________________________________________________________________
Please see the attached draft of the proposed zoning regulations amendment to delegate the
approval issuing authority for outdoor seating and dining at existing restaurants to the Town
Planner. This temporary authorization ends on December 31, 2021. By that date, the Town Plan
and Zoning Commission intends to review the provisions regulating restaurants and outdoor
dining associated with restaurants to determine the best way to permit these uses going forward.
This proposed amendment is intended help local restaurants, which were one of the hardest hit
business sectors by the COVID 19 pandemic, to have the outdoor seating by streamlined and
expeditious permitting process, while we are working to design the most appropriate permitting
method for this use in the future.

cc:
file

Phone: (860) 665-8575 Fax: (860) 665-8577
townplanner@newingtonct.gov
www.newingtonct.gov

Section 3.11

Special Permits Allowed in B Business Zones

The following uses are declared to possess such special characteristics that each must be considered a special
permit. They may be permitted by the Commission subject to the following conditions and the provisions of
Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
3.11.1

Places of assembly for recreation, such as health clubs and dance studios. All such uses
shall be completely enclosed in a building or structure or accessory to the permitted principal
use. (Effective 12-01-01)

3.11.2

Funeral parlors or mortuaries.

3.11.3

Service, sale, repair, rental or storage of motor vehicles in accordance with Section 6.11 and
Section 5.2 and 5.3 of the Zoning Regulations (effective 07/31/2019)

3.11.4

Services which customarily use specialized equipment, such as printers, dry cleaners, and
the like.
Coin-operated games and devices may be allowed, not to exceed 10 in number in any single
place of recreation, amusement, or the like, as an accessory use to the principal activity.

3.11.5

3.11.6

Restaurants (excluding drive-in or curb services restaurants.) Restaurants may offer outside
temporary seasonal seating areas when approved by the Commission. (Effective 12-01-01)
except that, effective 04-20-2021 and for the period ending on 12-31-2021, the requirement
for the Commission approval of outside temporary seasonal seating for existing restaurants is
temporarily suspended and delegated to the Town Planner.

3.11.7

A Fueling Station located within a Shopping Center and subject to the following requirements:
A. Shopping Center shall have a principal building containing a Supermarket Grocery Store
occupying not less than sixty thousand (60,000) square feet as its Principal Tenant.
B. The Fueling Station must be on the Shopping Center Premises or it must be on property
that abuts and is adjacent to the Shopping Center.
C. Principal Tenant must be the beneficiary of the Special Permit
D. Any Special Permit shall be subject to all of the provisions of Section 5.2 of these
Regulations;
E. The Fueling Station shall be serviced by a building containing not more than two hundred
(200) square feet.
F. The sale of products shall be limited to gasoline, diesel fuel, fuel oil in enclosed
containers, antifreeze, natural gas for use in an internal combustion engine, electricity
used to power motor vehicles and compressed air for filling tires.
G. No other products may be sold on the premises other than as may be sold through
vending machines which shall be located inside the building.
H. There shall be no repairs or vehicle maintenance performed on the premises.
I.

The location of the Fueling Station shall be subject to receipt of a Certificate of Approval in
accordance with Section 6.11 excluding the provisions of Sections 6.11.6 and 6.11.8.

J.

No outside storage of any motor vehicles shall be permitted.

Section 3.15

Special Permits Allowed in B-BT Business Berlin Turnpike Zone

The following uses are declared to possess such special characteristics that each must be considered a
special permit. They may be permitted by the Commission subject to the following conditions and the
provisions of Section 5.2 and 5.3. All such uses must be included within a building or structure or
accessory to a permitted principal use.
3.15.1 Veterinary Hospitals and kennels but only when the kennel is operated as accessory to
the veterinary hospital. (Effective 12-01-01)

3.15.2 Theaters (Effective 12-01-01)
3.15.3 Restaurants for consumption of food prepared and served within the building at tables or
counters and at outside seating areas when approved by the commission; except that,
effective 04-20-2021 and for the period ending on 12-31-2021, the requirement for the
Commission approval of outside temporary seasonal seating for existing restaurants is
temporarily suspended and delegated to the Town Planner, and restaurants where food
is prepared within the building and sold to customers for takeout and consumption off
site. (Effective 7-8-98)
3.15.4 Drive Through Restaurants (Effective 4-6-2011)
Restaurants where food and/or beverages, excluding alcohol, are offered to customers
from drive through service, walk up window service or service to customers while seated
in their vehicles provided the following requirements are complied with. These
requirements are in addition to the provision set forth in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3.
A. Traffic impact analysis describing peak hours of operations, volume of customers
per hour, stacking lane length needed for the anticipated volume of drive through
vehicles, turning movements, roadway capacity and level of service of nearby
streets.
B. Driveway locations shall be spaced at least 150 feet from a Corner intersection.
The Commission may limit the number of driveways with adjacent properties
and/or inter property driveway connections when the reduction of curb cuts is
deemed to improve safety.
C. Drive through windows shall be located only on one side of the proposed
restaurant building and shall be positioned to minimize conflicts with doorways
and pedestrians.
D. The restaurant structure and drive through service menu board (order intercom)
shall be located not less than 300 feet from any adjacent residential structures.
3.15.5 Night Clubs (including discotheques, cabarets, bistros and similar places of
entertainment)
3.15.6 Places of physical activity or recreation such as gyms, training facilities, health clubs, and
bowling alleys.
3.15.7 Places of passive amusement enterprises, but excluding arcades except that up to 10
coin operated games may be permitted as an accessory use. (Effective 12-01-01)
3.15.8

In addition to the provisions of Section 5.2 and 5.3, applicants for retail developments in
excess of 40,000 square feet of gross floor area shall submit a traffic impact report which
addresses the following:

NEWINGTON TOWN PLAN AND ZONING COMMISSION
March 24, 2021
Regular Meeting
Chairman Domenic Pane called the March 24, 2021 Zoom meeting of the Newington Town Plan
and Zoning Commission to order at 7:00 p.m.
I.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

II.

ROLL CALL AND SEATING OF ALTERNATES
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Commissioners Present
Chairman Domenic Pane
Commissioner Anthony Claffey
Commissioner Garrett Havens
Commissioner David Lenares
Commissioner Stanley Sobieski
Commissioner Stephen Woods
Commissioner Hyman Braverman-A
Commissioner Thomas Gill-A
Commissioner Bryan Haggerty-A
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Commissioners Absent
Commissioner Michael Fox
Commissioner Braverman was seated for Commissioner Fox.
III.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
No Changes

IV.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (For items not listed on the agenda. Speakers limited to
"Raise
two minutes. (Use the Zoom
Hand Function)

Rob Twofeldt, 451 Robbins Avenue: This is pertaining to the chicken ordinance, and my
question for you is, the square footage of the lots, when you are looking at a 30,000 square foot
lot and a 40,000 square foot lot, almost an acre of property which is going to be eliminating a
good majority of the people in town, and I'm looking to see if it is possible that we may be able
to lower that to a standard of maybe a third to a half to allow more people the options to have
chickens on their lots, still having six for like a third, and maybe up to 12 for a half acre and
above.
Chairman Pane: 1 appreciate your comments Robert. If you could repeat them when we have
our public hearing which will be shortly, I'd appreciate it. Thank you very much.
Is there anyone else from the public who would like to talk about something that is not on the
agenda?

o

Newington TPZ Commission
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REMARKS BY COMMISSIONERS

Commissioner Braverman: 1 would just like to acknowledge well wishes and good healing for
Michael Fox.
Chairman Pane: Thank you. Absolutely. Any other Commissioners have any comments?
VI.

PUBLIC HEARING
A.

Petition 09-21: Zoning Text Amendment to allow the Keeping of Poultry
(Sections 3.1.3, 3.3.5 and 9.2) Newington TPZ , Applicant (Continued from
Marchl 0,2021)

Chairman Pane: We will go right to the Town Planner and see if she has anything to say, and if
not, then we will go to the pubic.
Renata Bertotti: 1 do actually because there are revisions to the proposal and I'm going to ask
James to show it.
To those that are looking at this for the very first time, 1 wanted to still explain one of the reasons
why this came up, or is coming up in front of the Commission. When 1 first started here, 1
inquired as to what was really the department's main cause for a number of phone calls, some
of the enforcement issues, you know, the things that take our time and one of the things on that
list was this fact, that we have a lot of questions and a lot of complaints about chickens. Either
people would like to have them, or people have them illegally and the neighbors complain, there
are roosters in town, and things like that. 1 figured 1 would propose the regulation amendments
so that if adopted we have clear standards for people in order to know easily, sort of an easy
handbook on what is acceptable methods for the town in keeping, if it is allowed to begin with.
Several sections of the zoning regulations are amended, but in particular 1 had included, as you
saw last time the definition and then the standards for keeping. 1 have since, based on the
public hearing comments and the discussion of the Commission, revised those to address what
I thought were the comments that were raised.
There was a comment made that perhaps we should limit this and instead of doing, allowing the
keeping of poultry, allowing, or just hens, essentially just chickens, but they are prohibiting
roosters so it would be hens.
The second revision that 1 made is in an area where we talk about requiring minimum of five
acres and essentially treating this as a agricultural use, that requires a special exception, there
is an exclusion for house pets and in there, if we adopt and allow this use, we then have to
exclude poultry to make the regulations consistent.
Again, under Section 3.3.5, there is a question as to whether or not we want to limit this from
poultry to just hens.
There was a lot of discussion of the size of the lots and the fact that perhaps small lots cannot
accommodate the keeping of these animals. I had, 1 am suggesting that perhaps the
Commission prohibit either poultry or chickens on any lot that is less than 20,000 square feet.
That is half an acre and again, that is something that is debatable. You can talk about it and
decide where that number, in your estimation, is to be.
We have to, to be consistent with that section, 1 included this red number one, that says, for
those lots, so under 20 in my revised proposal, under 20,000 square feet, they are not going to
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be allowed, from 20 to 40 we will allow six, and then from 40 and more it will be up to maximum
of 12, which is the same as the last time around.
1 am keeping the same prohibitions in place for roosters and male turkeys. We had talked
about making the enclosure a certain height, and making sure that it is covered on top so 1
included language to address that. 1 had picked an enclosure height of seven feet and the
reason for that is I'm six feet tall, and if a person of my size wanted to go in and clean it, 1 want
them to be able to stand and not be hunched over. Again, it's an arbitrary number, you can
revise it if you wish.
We have talked quite a bit about what is a property setback. The most that 1 heard while there
are some variations to this, was most people had indicated that ten would be okay, although
there was at least one Commissioner that suggested we keep it at least 25 feet from the
property line.
With moving the actual enclosure to a minimum of ten feet, 1 just adjusted that because the
coop is inside the enclosure and 1 kind of wanted a little bit further from the enclosure line so
that that coop location went from originally being proposed at ten feet, to fifteen feet.
There was a comment that we should include some language about at least bi-weekly cleaning.
This revision, as the original proposal 1 sent to our Health Department for review and they
submitted the comment that this section, subsection g, could be perhaps slightly amended to
say enclosure shall be kept clean and cleaned a minimum of bi-weekly, just to double make
sure that that message is clear to people, and those are the main revisions. 1 hope that 1 have
remembered everything that we talked about and that 1 addressed, or at least changed
everything that we talked about. Now whether you approve of the changes or not, we are going
to discuss that, but 1 hope that 1 didn't miss anything that we talked about. That is really all that 1
have for the revised regulation.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much Renata. That was good. Are there any questions from
the Commissioners?
Commissioner Claffey: The few questions 1 have, regarding the setback and the coop, under
line item e, for the enclosures. I guess what I'm getting at is that we have other structures in
this town that we allow, like sheds, which, depending on what zoning your home in zoned in will
vary, for a shed. 1 think we have to look a little deeper into making, if this becomes a size issue,
to size of lot, there are setbacks for different lots. If I'm going to put a pool in on an R-12, it
might be different than an R-20 so I think, I'm trying to understand our distance and our
setbacks and then the actual coop, you are talking about the coop being 15 feet from the
property line, but the enclosure then, up above in e, talks about the enclosure has to be 15 feet
from a residential dwelling and 25 feet, excuse me, ten feet from a property line. Is that
meaning a residential dwelling of where the coop is located, or is that the residential dwelling
that is opposite this home, like on the other property, so 1 think that has to be kind of you know,
defined, like an enclosure, is that also a coop? I'm trying to understand that because it talks
about three feet per area per animal. The word animal is not defined in our definition, and it
needs to be specific to the hen or the chicken or the fowl, however you want to do it. So those
are my concerns.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Commissioner Claffey: Any other questions from Commissioners?
Okay, we are going to right to the public. Public participation on this public hearing. I'll ask for
anybody that is in favor of this, raise you hand. If Robert Tofeldt would like to make your
comments again for the record, I'd appreciate it.
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Robert Twofeldt: Thank you very much. Again, my name is Robert Tofeldt, my address is 451
Robbins Avenue and 1 am definitely positive for this, but as 1 was saying, my only, actually 1
have a couple of issues, but one of the issues is the size of the lot requirements. The actual
impact to the yard for six chickens is very minimal. 1 think having a 20,000 square foot which
basically, 1 think it gets a little confusing square footage wise, square footage for a half acre is
what, 1 think 32,000 square feet, so basically anybody that has like a third acre or above would
basically be eliminated almost from having chickens, versus someone having a bigger lot, like
myself. 1 have a good size lot, and my other thing is the enclosure height, people that build, and
I'm going to be perfectly frank, 1 have chickens at my house, but1have a situation where 1 had
built something that looks like, you don't really know what it is, but it's called a yerk. It's not your
standard, anyway, there is something called a yerk, and a yerk is something that having it only
seven feet doesn't allow you, especially here in the northeast from having snow on your roof of
your pen,or your coop. I know previously, 1 forget what her name is, but she was talking about
the difference between the hens, 1 call it a hen house, the houses where they go to sleep at
night, versus the coop, which is where they spend most of their day. Mine are joined together,
they don't move around so 1 have a decent size, sixteen feet basically, 1 repurposed a
trampoline as my walls, and then 1 built a bridge system as a roof for it, and 1 believe at the very
crest of the roof, and 1 said, if you know what a yerk is, 1 think it is sixteen feet tall at it's crest,
but then at the edges, it is only seven foot, 1 have a decent slope for a situation where snow and
stuff like that, you're not getting loading on the roof. Basically, that is my major concern is the
size of it, and the amount of square footage needed to have chickens. Thank you.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much Robert. Any body else wishing to speak in favor of this
application? Please state your name and full address for the record. Is there anyone else
wishing to speak in favor of this application?
Is there anyone wishing to speak in opposition to this?
Mark Francz: Thank you Mr. Chairman, Mark Francz, 288 Williamstown Court, after giving this
some thought, are chickens fit for children having them as pets, 1 thought about it, gee, a lot of
people in town already have them, why not regulate it? Why not let children have pets instead
of video games? Tough decision for me, honestty. 1 would ask the Commission to weigh in on
my thoughts here. It's because of the Covid, to be honest with you. 1 heard people talking
about the possibility of water getting contaminated, it struck a cord with me, 1 have elderly
parents, not that old but, 1 was just thinking that the older people might be more vulnerable
people, people with compromised immune systems, and I'm telling you, the stench of a chicken,
plus the continuing fact of Covid, plus that this pandemic is going to be with us for a long time, 1
have to think of the health care side of it, because I do have somewhat of a health care
background. So with that, 1 do not favor chickens, 1 am in opposition to it. Thank you.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Mark for your opinion, 1 appreciate it. Anyone else?
Mark LePierre, 25 Stonewall Court: I'm actually in favor and 1 just want to agree with a lot of the
points that Rob brought up, 1 agree with a lot of the points in the amendment here with the
distance from property lines, but 1 also agree that having the limit be set at 20,000 square feet,
as someone who has owned chickens in the past, 1 can also agree that the impact on a
property, that the chickens take up in terms of space is relatively small, so I'd like to agree with
Rob on that point, as well as the height restrictions. 1 know, we all want, if you have these kind
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of animals you want them to be clean and safe, and limiting the height of the structure to only
seven feet, while it is a good idea to keep it you know, enough for people to walk in, limiting the
height on the structure again limits the slope you can have in terms of minimizing the buildup of
snow on the enclosures, but also for allowing for humans to get inside the enclosure to properly
clean it, and take care of the animals, so the main point 1 wanted to bring up is 1 agree with the
points that Rob brought up, 1 don't think the impact, the size that chickens really take up in terms
of the yard requires a half an acre, a smaller lot could absolutely support a small amount of
hens, however you guys want to define it, but 1 think this is a good thing. 1 think it's good to
allow people to, 1 almost think of it as a garden. You encourage people to grow their own food,
especially in this economy you want people to be able to provide for themselves, raising
chickens is a great way to do that, you know you get the eggs, and if people choose to harvest
down the road, so be it, they get the meant from the chickens, but this is something that 1 think
should be encouraged in the population now, especially since towns around us allow for the
raising of chickens, 1 think we should look to model our poultry regulations on surrounding
towns, and I'll leave it at that. Thank you.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much.
Gail Budrejko: I'm not necessarily opposed to this regulation, but 1am opposed to the way that
it is written now. 1 still think that the draft needs some work. Since the last public hearing 1 did
some more scanning of communities in Connecticut, towns comparable to ours, and 1 still feel
that given our density, twelve is excessive. 1 mean, all the way from New Haven, which is very
urban, to Willington and Ellington, which is rural, the maximum is eight chickens, and 1 think
since this is a new regulation, we shouldn't go for the max of twelve, 1 think it should be limited
to six to eight, which all of the communities that 1 looked at seemed to be pretty much the
standard. It's always easier to increase the number, at a later date, but to try to rein it in after
we allow too much 1 think is going to be more difficult. 1 suggest reining it in and not allowing
twelve, but maybe six to eight would be the maximum.
The second, 1 didn't see anything, 1 still would like to see something about selling eggs as a
hobby or allowing the selling of eggs or just keeping this for family and owner use. 1 really think
you need to have a statement on that, because 1 can see fresh egg signs, or whatever, going up
atl over town, and if that is something that you want, fine, but if you don't want it, 1 think it needs
to be included in the regulation a little stronger.
Thirdly, 1 looked at a couple of regulations, 1 mean, our soil here in town is clay, it's not
permeable, water pools, 1 know if 1 had chickens in my back yard the water would run into the
neighbor's yard. So 1 suggest adding some kind of site suitability and two towns that do have it
they have in their regulations, indicating something with slopes greater than fifteen percent
should be avoided or approved to avoid heavy surface water runoff with hazardous conditions
for keeping backyard poultry. 1 think that is something to consider, and the same regulations
say, proper drainage should be provided to avoid collection of water. Water should be diverted
from poultry keeping areas and should not pollute surface or subsuri:ace water supplies nor
should runoff be directed towards neighboring properties. I'm sorry 1 have to say this, but 1 do
think that people will, 1 mean if they do it now with gutters, we get complaints about that now, 1
think that should be included.
Just a few more things, I'm still struggling with the harvesting. As to why this is in the proposal.
1 don't know whether when you get all your requests for chickens they are specifically saying
they want to be able to slaughter the chickens, but all of the things that 1 have read is that the
recent growth of backyard poultry in urban and suburban areas is for enthusiasts to get fresh
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eggs or have them as pets. There is very few samples, at least in towns around here with our
density that allow slaughtering of chickens. 1 don't feel that it is essential to the joy of raising
chickens, 1 don't think it's essential or necessary to have it in our regulations. 1 mean, many
towns do not allow it, and, but if you are going to go ahead and allow it, quite frankly, let's not
use the term harvesting, let's call it what it is, put in the term slaughtering and get rid of the word
harvesting. Thankyou.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much Gail.
Rose Lyons, 46 Elton Drive. I guess 1 would just like some clarification, 1 am looking at the
proposed draft regulations, and I'm wondering if you will discuss them and then they will be redrafted again to an actual point to where you agree to how you want the wording to be. For
instance, in 3.3.5, the keeping of poultry, proposed to change it to hens. Well, I'm looking at the
definition of hens and it says a female of any bird. Is it going to be hens, is it going to be
chickens, 1 just want it to be consistent throughout, poultry, hen, chicken, whatever and if so,
then something else would have to be changed in 3.3.5 where is says roosters, male chickens,
Toms, male turkeys are prohibited. If you change it to hens and chickens the Toms have to
come out the verbiage, so I'm hoping that you are going to go through it as a Commission
tonight and come up with a final draft and that there will be another hearing on this so that we
can voice our opinions, either in opposition or in favor of the proposed change in the text
amendment. So it's kind of hard without actually seeing the actual wording in the text
amendment and say, opposed or in favor of, but at this point, 1 would be opposed to them
seeing what 1 see here. Thank you.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Rose. Is there anyone else wishing to speak in opposition?
Anybody wishing to speak in favor? I'm going to ask the applicant, Renata, if you could address
some of the questions and concerns?
Renata Bertotti: Some of the questions that 1 jotted down was from the property owner of 451
Robbins Avenue. 1 wasn't certain whether he meant reducing 20,000 square foot down to allow
more people to have them on smaller lots or not, so perhaps 1 understood that, but that is what 1
thought that comment was, and like 1 said, everything here is up for you, those are arbitrary
numbers, so you can look at them and decide whether you feel comfortable with 20,000,

10,000, 30,000 ornotatall.

This is, the discussion by one of the Commissioners about the coop and enclosure and the
distance setbacks, coop should be inside the enclosure, otherwise the chicken will get out and
be outside of their enclosed areas. So coop is like a little dog house where chickens lay eggs
and sleep. That structure should be either at the same distance as the enclosure itself, or a little
big further from the property line than the enclosure. With regards to the enclosure itself, we do
allow sheds and other structures that go up to five feet to the property line depending on the
zoning district, depending on the height of the structure, there are a number of things that you
look at, but we allow permanent structures or you know, if 1 don't call a shed a permanent
structure, will atlow more permanent structures than this, closer to the property line. The idea
behind some of the distances here is not so much about the structure element itself, but it is
how close the chicken can get to a neighbor's property, to avoid some of the perhaps issues
that neighbor could have. The way the language is written, a residential dwelling distance
applies to any residential building, whether that is the one that belongs to the property owners,
or the one to their neighbor.
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With the harvesting, that is deleted, I don't remember if I mentioned that or not. It's not in this
revised proposal, so that was discussed last time around, 1 removed it, it was in the original
proposal because where 1 worked before 1 didn't have it and people wanted it, so you know it's
not in here now.
The sale of eggs is under this proposal, not allowed, but that is also a separate use, and when
we look at our zoning regutations, with regards to home occupations, perhaps we can see that
as a commercial activity. Six hens, 1 don't know how likely you would collect enough eggs to
have some kind of on-going egg sale. Again, that is really not so much about keeping chickens,
in my mind, it's more about some sort of commercial activity from the residential property which
should be in my opinion handled through the home occupation regulations.
The last comment was about the definition of hen being birds, we do not have definitions of pets
in my zoning regulations, so I'm not sure where that is coming from, 1 can call this any which
way you want, but 1 will not get into the business of defining an animal. That is just a little bit
beyond the scope of this regulation, so we can allow the keeping of poultry which is defined to
include the number of other things, chickens, turkeys, ducks, whatever. If we don't like that, we
can limit that to the keeping of chickens and 1 called it hens because we are prohibiting roosters.
So, 1 don't know if 1 forgot some questions, in this, but I think 1 got them all, more or less.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Renata. There was one other one about the runoff, shouldn't be
run towards the property lines.
Renata Bertotti: So there was a discussion again, at the last meeting about the pathogens, and
I was grateful that 1 actually received a link to the CDC website where 1 read on this, but then 1
read some other research and essentially the way that these diseases are carried, every pet,
every animal that we have carries diseases and disperses some sort of potential for people to
get sick from it. Chickens are really no different from dogs. 1 literally typed in, in Google like, is
it more dangerous to have chickens or dogs, and it was like everything, every animal carries this
stuff. Again, 1 can do whatever you want me to do, but people have dogs on lots that have
slopes, they let them in their back yards, 1 just fail to see the difference and the need for this.
Limiting chickens to six, that's okay if you want to do it, this is not personal for me.
Chairman Pane: Okay. Thank you very much Renata for answering some of those questions.
We'll go back to the public now, and anybody who would have any opposition?
Gail Budrejko: The revised regulations are up on the screen in front of us, and it says,
harvesting, poultry shall be humanly harvested within a structure, so you still have it.
Renata Bertotti: 1 apologize, you know what, 1 do apologize, 1 meant to delete it and 1 must have
forgotten, thank you for catching that.
Gail Budrejko: Thank you, that's one of my main concerns, but the other, regarding the slope
again, not just necessarily pathogens, it's just runoff and waste, so it is not, just make sure it is
not directed towards a neighbor's yard. I mean, 1 don't think that is unrealistic to add. 1 certainly
wouldn't want feathers or anything ending up in my backyard.
Chairman Pane: Okay, anyone else wishing to speak?
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Mark Franze: 1 have to kind of, Renata, with all due respect, why or where, what was the
impetus to come up with this project. With all due respect, I'm a very respectful individual, why
did this project, this proposal come about, what was the intention, I'd like to know, where is the,
where is the idea, what is the focus, what is the end result that you foresee, and how can it be
equitable for all residents, children, adolescents, young adults, adults, and your elderly
population. Thankyou.
Chairman Pane: Thank you.
Mark LaPierre: 1 just would like to talk to some of Gail's points. Again, like Renata mentioned
runoff from waste should not be a concern. If the town is okay with people having dogs and
cats defacate in their yards, then 1 don't see why it would be any different for having chickens.
Most people who have chickens, one of the biggest benefits from having chickens is actually
that waste. It is an unbelievable fertilizer so 1 think you'll find that most people who raise
chickens will not be letting that waste go to waste. Again, 1 think, and again I just want to touch
on the limiting of chickens, that was mentioned again by Gail, why cap it again at eight? What's
the real difference between eight and twelve? You say that it is not that difficult to raise the limit
in the future, but 1 think this issue, 1 kind of know for a fact, to even get this discussion to the
Council, 1 believe there was someone in Newington who was found to have chickens, six or
seven years ago, and she was censured for that, and it took until 2021 to even get this on the
docket, so to say that it's not that difficult to raise it in the future 1 just don't think is correct. 1
think, speaking to the harvesting of chickens, while 1 disagree with the practice, 1 don't think it is
the Government's right to allow people , to tell people what to do with the livestock that they are
raising on their property, so I just want to mention that, but overall, 1 really don't see why we
should be limiting people from raising these small livestock on their land, on the property that
they own, it should be their right to decide what to do with it. Chickens are a very minimal
impact on, having raised chickens in the past, it's a very minimal impact on the land, neighbors,
if you don't have roosters, there is really no impact on the neighbors, so that's what 1 would like
to contribute to this. Thank you.
Robert Towfeldt: One of the things that 1 wanted to say about the drainage runoff type thing, 1
don't know if a lot of people understand, when chickens go to the backroom, everything is
combined into one gelatinous lump. It's not a dog where they go pee, when they do, they do
everything at once. As for one of the other questions, that someone asked, why is the interest
here, just to give you a background for myself, 1 am a celiac which means 1 can't have
(inaudible) and a lot of people with celiac come up with something where they are almost egg
intolerant, where you can get sick from eating eggs also. By having chickens, 1 can vary their
diet, so they eat a corn base, versus a grain base, or a grass based meal, 1 can tune the eggs to
get so that 1 am not sensitive towards them, so 1 am able to eat eggs. Just that is just a little
information on that. The other thing is, when you are speaking of hens, 1 also want you to
understand, you have a chick, then you have a pullet, which is a female, but it's not laying eggs,
and then you have a hen. A hen is a chicken that is laying eggs, and they are not called hens
until they lay their eggs. It's different with the males, they are either basically a chick or a
rooster. 1 understand the whole thing about not having roosters, that's not even a question, but
that is my major concern. There is no runoff or anything like that and most of us that have
rooflines, if you have a (inaudible) structure, most of us have rooflines, they have gutters that
run into barrels to collect it, so it's not a constant runoff, unless it's a heavy, heavy rain where
the barrel would be collecting something, but the other gentleman before, pertaining to water
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and stuff like that, 1 mean people have birdbaths out in their yards and squirrels and birds can
go in there, anything that can be communicable for a chicken can be communicable for
everything else in the world of today, so 1 think that the actual Covid type thing, it's not
increasing anything.
Chairman Pane: If 1 could ask you a question. 1 wanted your opinion on the amount of chickens
allowed, and how many do you have?
Robert Twofeldt: 1 currently have nine, I've had as many as twelve, and my property is .72. 1
have my enclosure which is a stop sign shape, it's about sixteen feet around, seven foot on the
side, about sixteen feet in the middle. Then 1 have my chicken coop, or hen house, which is
roughly six feet by eight feet by probably eight feel tall. It was basically a mini shed, like a tool
shed that you can put a push lawn mower in that 1 rehomed and build a hen house out of that.
As for amounts and stuff like that, everything like a 200 square hen house is a big hen house for
six birds, but when you are talking about a situation where the more birds you have, the less
likely they are to have predation on them if you were free ranging them. That is one of the
things that they said about free ranging, 1 myself, my chickens very rarely go off property. 1 do
free range at my house, but 1 also free range most of the time when 1 am outside working in my
yard. 1 don't have an issue, they know where their home is, it's kind of like a pigeon almost,
they always go back to the roost at night on their own, basically 1 just close everything up every
night. It's not every day 1 do that, but it's a situation where half of my enjoyment is seeing them
be able to run around the yard. They eat ticks, all different types of worms, any type of lawn
grubs, every type of bug that you could imagine, they go in, turn things around in your flower
garden, so if you have a flower garden, they are going to be in there, routing around and they
will basically remove any of the bugs that you have in your yard. So, chemical wise 1 think it's
phenomenal because 1 don't need to spray any chemicals in my yard to treat my lawn,and1
wouldn't with the birds being on it, so I think as long as it's supervised 1 think it should be
allowed, but if it comes down to a situation where someone is notoriously having their chickens
ending up in the neighbor's yard, then 1 can understand someone coming in and reprimanding
them in some way shape or form. 1 also have a situation where 1 had a neighbor that within the
last two years moved away, and she loved my birds, and she would throw things out on her
lawn, so my birds would go over onto her yard once in a while, eat whatever she put out, and
then come running back into my yard. Typically they don't go towards the front of the house,
they stay towards the back of the house.
Chairman Pane: Very good Robert, 1 appreciate your comments. Is there anything else?
Thank you Robert.
Susan Mazzoccoli, 149 Harris Drive: I've been listening the last two meetings, it seemed that
this became an issue before TPZ was Renata had noticed that there was unregulated homes
that had chickens in Newington and if this was something that was going to happen, it should be
regulated. 1 may be wrong in my interpretation, but that is how 1 thought. So, that makes sense.
Rob seems like a very responsible owner, on the other hand, there are people who aren't. What
I'm concerned about is there somewhere in this language, where it says a penalty for not
following the rules. Also, it is monetary, is there a dollar amount attached to it? Also, I'd like to
know, if there is a warning, like first warning, second warning, third warning, you get charged a
certain amount of money so that you don't do it again? I'd like to know with this situation being
the case that more people want to do this now that it is going to be regulated, and they are
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aware of it, certainly has become a popular subject on Facebook, if we get more people having
chickens, does that mean we also have to hire more employees to check on those people who
have chickens to see if they are fotlowing the regulations? Right now Rob obviously had a
wonderful situation but it was illegat. Nobody said he could do that. Nothing in the town said
that he could have those chickens. Where was the regulations, where was the inspector? 1 just
don't understand that part of it, and 1 would like some answers on that and 1 don't know if the
charge, or the punishment, or whatever you want to call it, would be included in the language,
or is that something separate like any zoning violations there are certain categories of what you
would punish or charge a person, so I'm hoping that can be part of the discussion and you can
answer those questions too. Thank you very much, and Rob, thank you for being a responsible
chicken owner.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much, appreciate your comments. We'll take those into
consideration. Next person 1 would like to recognize would be Rose Lyons.
Rose Lyons, 46 Elton Drive: 1 want to thank Susan Mazzoccoli for asking the questions that she
asked since 1 sit here and 1 listen to two people who clearly are in violation if they both live in
Newington as to what they are doing as far as chickens, and 1 hear more and more stories and
see more and more on Facebook about people who have chickens, even though they are not
allowed at this point. 1 wonder what the repercussions are if they, if there are people who are
not following the rules and 1 thank Susan for asking those questions.
There have been several complaints over the past coupe of years on the ZEO report that I've
noticed that it says, on hold, waiting for TPZ regulations, and in the mean time, while 1 respect a
person's right to have chickens in their back yard, 1 also would hope that they would respect my
rights to have them not in my back yard and the complaints that have come in over the past few
years 1 hope that they still have a record of those, and that they're going to go back out and take
a look once these regulations are approved and see that the people that had been complained
about are following the rules.
As far as hens, chickens or poultry, 1 really have no preference, or have no concern about what
term you use, but 1 hope that it is consistent throughout the regulations and that you go through,
and like 1 said, if you make it, the regulation about hens, that you take out the verbiage about
prohibiting Tom turkeys.
My question that was asked about whether there will be another public hearing once there is a
final draft was not answered. Thank you and good night.
Chairman Pane: Rose, if you want to hold on a minute, I'll answer that. Our normal procedure
is, we gather all this information, first of all, the Town Planner has presented something to us to
solve a problem, it's ourjob as Commissioners to hold a public hearing, gather as much
information as we can, from the public so that in our deliberations after the public hearing is
closed, we can address the concerns of the public and try to draft up something that is good, so
this your opportunity to speak and then we will probably close the public hearing and then we
will have a conversation within, with the Commissioners and the Town Planner, to discuss the
details of it.
Rose Lyons: So the answer to my question is.
Chairman Pane: It does not go back to public hearing.
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Rose Lyons: Thank you. So tonight is the night if we have anything to say, we say it, and then
no matter whether, you will decide if you agree or disagree with what has been said, and come
up with the text amendment.
Chairman Pane: Correct. There has been a lot of great suggestions on both sides and it would
be our job to gather that information and use it and apply it to the regulations as we develop
something. 1 hope that answers your question.
Rose Lyons: It answers my question, but, and 1 apologize for being abrupt with you at the last
meeting, it's just that 1 wasn't quite following how it went and if it was just explained at the time,
it might have been easier for myself and maybe for some others as to how the procedure
worked. Thank you very much.
Chairman Pane: You're welcome Rose. One last shot, if there is anyone from the public that
would like to say something, this is your last shot. Anybody have anything, just jump right in if
you do. State your name for the record.
Mark Lapierre, 28 Stonewall Court: 1 just wanted to speak to some of Rose's comments. While 1
do agree that there should be some language in the bill that you know, is punitive toward people
who do not follow the regulations, 1 don't think it is fair to not allow people to have chickens
based on that thought. Most responsible poultry owners would not ever allow their animals to
go into someone else's yard. 1 think it's ridiculous to assume that we should punish everybody
based on someone's bad experience with chickens in their yard, because most people want to
protect their animals, and want them to be happy and 1 just think we should be reasonable about
this because raising poultry, it's not difficult. We've done it in the past, we're not talking about
raising horses or cows, where they require all this land and feed and all those things, chickens
eat left over vegetables from your dinner. If you cut up a salad, they will eat lettuce. That's
what they eat, that's what they thrive on, chickens are basically garbage disposals. They will
eat any leftovers, so 1 really don't think it's worth scrutinizing a few, 1 don't know what her
experiences have been, but you know, most poultry owners are very responsible about their
birds and 1 don't think it's worth, if you put it in the bill to punish people who don't follow the
regulations, that is a very good thing, but that will allow people who are responsible poultry
owners to raise their animals in a controlled manner and keep the rest of the public happy.
Thank you.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Mark.
Shannon: I'm Rob's daughter.
Chairman Pane: Hi, could you just state your address for the record please?
Shannon: 451 Robbins Avenue, Newington. l think as a child of somebody that has had
chickens, 1 just think that chickens in general are just a really good part of the family. They are
very good for development in children in general also 1 think if anyone has any opposing
statements against chickens or having them in Newington, just know that there are a bunch of
other people in other towns close by that have chickens also. 1 just think that being surrounded
by other towns with chickens, it is definitely nice to have chickens near us, so 1 think because
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they have chickens, it's like, it's very nice to have chickens, honestly. Just chickens in general
are a very good part of the family.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much for your comments, 1 appreciate it.
Rob Twofeldt: 1 don't mean to jump on her thing, but 1 lost my mouse that's why 1 didn't respond
back. If there is anybody from town planning or anything that has any questions, I'd be more
than happy to have anybody stop by my house, talk to me about the chickens. If they have
questions on the chickens, come see my coop, whatever, I'm not hiding. I've been out and 1
understand there was a woman, technically 1 was breaking the law, but when you have a
situation where your child is asking for something, and 1 kind of weighed the odds out and said,
you know what, it's been years since we have had them, right, wrong, or indifferent, 1
understand it was a wrong situation, but for me personally it has been nothing but rewards in the
sense, in a personal standpoint, not against the town. I'm definitely not throwing poo towards
the town at all, they have been nothing but accommodating for me, and 1 just want the situation
where I have the ability to change something that 1 feel, we pay taxes in town, a hundred years
ago, there were very few shops, people had chickens in town, it's something that, because
everything is more uppity, property values, people look at everything, little things here and there,
chickens have such a small impact on the environment around them, but if you stick to a biweekly, which is twice a month, 1 mean you are out there feeding them every single day on
mulch, you are out there watering them and stuff, if you are housing them for a pet's sake, you
are not housing them specifically for eggs, you are not just leaving them out there. I'm sure
there are plenty of people in town that have dogs that 1 know, they get them as a puppy, they
are in the house, they grow older and they leave them out in the backyard and they never come
back in, they just throw food out there for them. That's not a situation that 1 would even want to
hear about when it comes to chickens. I'm all for, my animals are my pets and 1 take very good
care of them, which 1 know most of the people around me that have chickens, and there are a
bunch of us, I'm not the only one in this town, we take phenomenal care of our chickens. We
welcome someone coming in and asking questions of us about them, and informing the public
of how to basically do the proper things, how to have them, animal husbandry, so that you don't
have situations where your neighbors are going to be upset.
Chairman Pane: Very good. Thank you very much for your comments. 1 appreciate them and
you are one of many people who do have chickens, and that is why we are addressing it. Chris
would like to speak, go right ahead.
Chris, 53 Maple Hill Avenue: So, I've been following the whole chicken regulation for years and
it really, I've always said to myself, do 1 get chickens, do 1 not get chickens? 1 have been waiting
for the town to take some meaningful action because, sure 1 could probably do it, but again, 1
don't want to be in violation of any TPZ regulation, or whatever. For those who have chickens,
kudos to you, I'm not judging you at all, but for me, I'm just waiting for the town to address, 1
know they have been talking about it for years, and 1 would love to have them to allow us to
have chickens. 1 look at it no different than people own dogs and rabbits, and whatever the
case might be, and they take care of them. 1 don't view this any differently. 1 can't see it in the
current regulations, one of the things that 1 was disappointed to see what limiting it to half an
acre. 1 want to make the point, if you can adhere to every other regulation in terms of size, and
you know, footage, I'm not sure why the half acre would be necessary. A lot of people in
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Newington do not have half an acre. So, if you pass it with the half acre, there are still going to
be people in violation of it, and you are not going to solve anything from that aspect.
Chairman Pane: Great points Chris, thank you very much.
Rose Lyons, 46 Elton Drive: In response to my comments about people being penalized if they
do not follow the rules, I've been here many years, in this house, actually 73 years, and I've
seen boa constrictors, and I've seen rabbits, dogs, cats, the whole shebang, I'm just concerned,
and not for myself, because people on my street have chickens and I've wouldn't have even
known that they had chickens if they didn't tell me. 1 just think there are people and their rights
should be protected as well. As far as getting chickens because your kids want chickens, if 1 did
everything my daughter wanted me to do, I'd have a zoo in my back yard. I have no problem
with the regulation being changed to include the chickens, but like 1 said, it's got to be more
specific, it can't be as broad as just poultry and there should be some enforcement of it. Over
the past few years there have been many discussions and 1 understand the want, the need to
have the chickens, that's all fine and good, and like I said, 1 respect your rights, just respect
mine. Thankyou.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Rose. 1 think we have covered the public hearing.
Commissioner Claffey moved to close the public hearing on Petition 09-21 and move it to Old
Business for discussion. The motion was seconded by Commissioner Havens. The vote was
unanimously in favor of the motion, with seven voting YEA.
B.

Petition 10-21: Special Permit (Sec_6^6) Sale of Alcoholic Beverages to allow
liquor sales at 28B Fenn Road, Hemangi Patel, Applicant/Contact

Tape Failure
Renata Bertotti: You should think about this will affect any individual permit on the maintenance
of the public, or the safety and protection of the property. Then our normal special permit, the
requirements that talk about location of the property, traffic situation, the characteristics of the
neighborhood. This is a shopping plaza, it's really not a neighborhood in itself 1 suppose. 1
believe this location, for them will probably work well because it is in the proximity of Central
Connecticut University.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Renata. We'll go right to the public. Is there anyone from the
public that wishes to speak in favor of this application? Please raise your hand. Is there
anyone wishing to speak in favor of the application from the public? Is there anybody wishing to
speak in opposition?
Unidentified Speaker: This is our first time, this is like to add, this property is in the commercial
zoning. It's not close to any public schools, not within walking distance to any schools or
churches or any town offices. There used to be a liquor store in that plaza, a few years ago, but
they filed bankruptcy that is why there is no more liquor store in that plaza.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much. Is there anybody in the p ublic that would like to speak,
either in favor of this application or against this petition?
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Mark Francz, 280 Williamstown Court: 1 understand that the applicants want to go ahead and
thrive and grow their business and 1 guess that right should be granted in Newington, 1 just was
wondering if you thought that during these times, 1 think there are enough package stores in
Newington to be honest with you. I'll tell you what, alcoholism, to be honest with you, is very
deadly, and we are living in times where people are despairing and not to be emotional, not to
be, let's look at it from the point of view of a person who has one more alcohol place to go to to
get drunk, and 1 will stand on my own two feet, on my ground in opposition of this because 1
personally am pro sobriety, and that is just my own person stance. 1 have seen way too many
young people, youths, going into package stores and then committing illegal crimes. Minors in
possession of alcohol, etc., and the list goes on and on ad nauseum. So, in summary, 1 stand in
firm opposition of opening up a package store. 1 do apologize to the family, but 1 do realize that
you can't make a profit on someone else's life. Look at it that way. Thank you.
Chairman Pane; Thank you.
Hemangi Patel: 1 would like to say, with all due respect, you are right about alcoholism, it's a big
problem in the country. There is another thing, like recently some people from the Republican
and the Democratic Party, they are trying to pass a law for the grocery stores about the wine
seling. They want to regulate the wine and the beer to the grocery stores, like Wal-Mart, Target,
Costco, any big box stores, basically. So, that's, we understand that is another thing which
could create more alcoholism too. I'm just a small business owner and it's
Chairman Pane: Okay, thank you very much. Renata, you don't have anything else, do you?
Renata Bertotti: No, and this is just, and this is probably not necessary for the Commission, but
for the general public, the nature of special permit use is not a use that is to be discouraged. It
is a use that is deemed accessible for the zoning district when something is allowed by speciat
permit. The Commission really is to assess specific criteria for a special permit and those have
to do with the impact to the surrounding properties, so we're talking traffic, lighting, signage,
things like that. Zoning is not necessarily created to regulate morality of people, or behavior. It
is a land use regulation that defines certain uses to certain zoning districts. So while people
probably agree on the statement, 1 don't know that the Commission's role is to assess that.
Chairman Pane: Thank you. I'll entertain closing Petition 10-21 from the Commissioners.
What's your pleasure?
Commissioner Lenares: I'll make a motion to close this Petition. This is something, one of the
simplest things I've ever seen become a thirty minute conversation in a meeting. With all due
respect to anyone that has spoken about this, this is an approved use in an approved area.
These people are entitled to do business, this is America. Whether someone doesn't support
the type of business or feels that we have too many of them, means nothing. It means that it's
allowed to be done in this zone, it's up to them whether they feel that they can make it in this
area or not, this should be rubber stamped, moved to approval for this evening, point clear.
Chairman Pane: So you are making a motion to close Petition 10-21 and move to Old Business
for action. Is that correct?
Commissioner Lenares: One hundred percent.
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Commissioner Claffey moved to second the motion. The vote was unanimously in favor of the
motion, with seven voting YEA.
VII.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Commissioner Sobieski moved to accept the minutes of the March 10, 2021 regular meeting.
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Havens. The vote was unanimously in favor of the
motion, with seven voting YEA.
VIII.

NEW BUSINESS
A.

Petition 11-21 Site Plan Approval at 187 Costello Road, Henry Vasal, Applicant,
James Cassidy, P.E. Contact

Jim Cassidy: For the record, my name is Jim Cassidy, I'm a professional engineer and I'm a
principle with the firm of Hallisey, Pearson, Cassidy located at 630 Main Street in Cromwell,
here tonight representing Henry Vasal, who is the purchaser of a piece of property known as
187CostelloRoad.
First order of business, is it okay to share my screen for the presentation?
Chairman Pane: Certainly.
Jim Cassidy: Again, for the record, I'm representing Henry Vasal who is the purchaser of a
piece of property located at 187 Costello Road. We're seeking a site plan application to allow
Mr. Vasal to operate his business, a contractor business out of this property. It's also known as
Lot #5 Costello Road. Costello Road is a cul de sac that comes off of the Berlin Turnpike, next
to Ashley Furniture. The property is not the very last lot on Costello Road, it's the second to the
last, but it is just north of Costello Place.
The next plan 1 have up is an existing site photo. The site is (inaudible) on this plan and
consists of about 1.64 acres. It was previously approved for a contractors yard. It was operated
by William's construction. You can see the majority of the site, in the center is disturbed. Off to
the right, or the east on this side is the Cobblestone Condominium Development, off to the
north, the upper portion is an additional vacant property. Within the Industrial Park, 1 believe
you have the site plan that was previous approved for that site too. To the left is Costello Road,
and then to the south is the Cube-Smart Storage Facility. The property is zoned PD, Planned
Development Zone, again the majority of this site is cleared today. There was a basically a
structure to the back portion of the property, almost to the back property line.
The topography from the site is sloping from the easterly property line to the westerly direction
all the way down to Costello Road. There is a, I'll say about seven percent elevation at the back
property line with elevation of 140 going all the way down to elevation 1 30 at the road, it's about
ten feet across this property. What Mr. Vasel would like to do is simply construct a new
building, get rid of the Quonset hut, or temporary structure that was in the back portion of the
site, he would like to put a new structure in that same, or almost that same location. The
structure is basically a garage structure. Mr. Vasel has a construction company and does
emergency utility work in addition to some work during the winter months, so he is looking for a
place to store some of his equipment. The new building will be a one story concrete and steel
building, the depth is forty feet with the width of about 80 feet with about four garage doors on
the front and then one passage door also on the front.
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There would be a new driveway constructed into the site, presently there is a driveway
approximately in this location here. The new driveway would provide access to the new garage
facility, in addition to, based upon the use of, considering an industrial type use, we are required
to put in parking spaces at a ratio of 5,000, so we are providing eleven, actually twelve spaces
along the northerly site to be directly off that access driveway, one of them being a handicapped
space.
The area that you see off to the south is what we are calling an equipment storage area. Again,
Mr. Vasal has construction equipment which during an off season he needs a place to store.
This was an area that was actually shown on the previous approval for the contractor's yard, so
we are just reutilizing that area. It would be cleaned up, regraded and resurfaced with a gravel
surface put down in that area.
This is again the site plan, the proposed site plan overlayed on the site (inaudible) that you saw
previously. As I mentioned before, the way that the grade works is, it is high on the back, the
east side, sloping in a westerly direction, so for storm water runoff, what we have done is we
have graded the parking lot in a way where it is going to sheet flow off to the north, to a
drainage swale, into a small storm water management basin, along with the gravel surface area
would also go to the storm water piece on the front, and eventually discharge into an existing
catch basin that is already on this property.
We have prepared an extensive storm water drainage report as part of the project which was
submitted to Engineering and 1 believe it was acceptable to Engineering, other than a couple of
very minor comments that they had.
Utilities to the building, because it is going to be a garage use, there would be a floor drain or a
trench drain in the building. There would be one lateral around the building with the oil/water
separator. That would connect into the sewer line and eventually can tie into the existing sewer
line along the roadway. In addition, there will be a separate line for a restroom facility that is
going to be in the building. That would connect back to the main sewer line just past the
oil/water separator. Water would be brought up from the northerly property line, and then back
into this northwesterly corner of the building, in addition, the power right now is proposed to
come to the south side, but whatever Eversource wants would be a fine location, but it will be
brought into this building.
Storm drainage as I mentioned is very simple, we have basically been trying to treat the storm
water by using natural methods such as sheet flowing into drainage swales, and also into these
two storm water basins in front. There will be a cross culvert underneath the driveway to
convey from, we'll call it basin number two, to basin number one and eventually through the
outlet structure catch basin into the drainage system on Costello Road.
The building itself, we submitted elevations of the building. It's a simple steel framed structure
with vertical metal siding. There will be four garage doors along the front side of it, and one
passage door also. The color of the siding is close to be a light stone, and the trim and the
doors would be in arctic white. The bottom five feet would actually be a poured concrete wall, or
as base concrete block right now is supposed to be a poured concrete wall, and we have a
stucco finish line, and will be an ash gray color on the bottom section. Again, the primary use if
for storage for plows, construction vehicles, keep them inside, keep them safe. That was one of
the big things, prevent vandalism so we want to get them inside the building.
We have also submitted landscaping plan as part of our package. Per your regulations we are
required to provide a landscape island within the parking area, ten percent of the overall parking
area, which we have incorporated into this one island to break up the overall parking with one
ornamental tree. In addition to, we are proposing to plant a row of arborvitae along the front,
five feet on center to act as a visual buffer to the storage area and also the base of the building.
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As I mentioned before, we went through a pretty intensive drainage study, we took a look at pre
and post drainage conditions, so the drainage area has come all the way from the back of the
condominiums and connecting to that existing catch basin. We then modeled the post
development conditions, taking a look at the new paved areas. We had to create the two
basins, the two drainage basins, up front. There is a detailed ptan in your packet that shows all
of the contouring and the seeding for these basins. We are proposing to put a plant mixture of
grasses, a wetlands mixture of grass that can handle temporary (inaudible) so it will be planted
with low plants and they will be maintained, but the ultimate goal for these basins is to control
storm water before it flows into the drainage systems.
I will note, when 1 go back to the site plan, it came to our attention that there is a regulation, you
do have a regulation, a zoning regulation, Section 3.18.4 that requires that when we have a
industrial use for storage of material in a building as such that you need to actually have a 100
foot buffer from a residential district. Technically, these property lines is a zone line between
the PD Zone, the Planned Development Zone, and then the zone off to the east is RP,
residential planned zone. The provisions in the regulations allow the Commission to waive this
requirement. We are proposing to have, once again, this building is in the exact same location
as the existing structure is out there. We are requesting that the structure be about 27 feet off
this property line, along with a material storage bin that would be in that general location also.
Your regulations allow you to waive it when you have such measures, features such as
topographic conditions and also a sufficient amount of vegetation. 1 would note, from the back
property line, again the condos are up at elevation 210, so there is a severe topographic change
between the two. It's about seventy foot rise in elevation, from our site to the condominiums in
addition to there is a lot of natural vegetation in this area, it's almost 100 feet in width, right now
and if I remember correctly the way that the development worked, and I'm sure some of the
Commission members can correct me if I'm wrong, but 1 thought Costello Road actually came
first as a development, and then the Cobblestone Development came in after, and when 1 look
at the Cobblestone plans, there is actually a portion of open space along the back side of them,
and I'm pretty sure that was basically so it would not impact the development of the Costello
Road subdivision, with additional buffering because it did come in second.
1 think we do, in this particular case, do meet the requirements for being allowed to get this
waiver, to be able to going forward, it would not be detrimental to the development site,
especially seeing that the existing site is developed all the way back to the property line. All we
are doing is going in and cleaning up the old uses that were in there, getting rid of the old nonconforming structures, and putting a new, brand new construction building for the Town of
Newington.
I should also mention as we have gone through the process, we have received comments from
your Planning office. We have gone back, we have addressed the plans accordingly and have
given a response letter, and if the Commission would like 1 can go over each individual
response. In addition, 1 did receive a phone call, late this afternoon a phone call from the
Engineering Department with an additional list of comments, that 1 believe you do not have the
memo on, 1 went through with the Town Engineer and I do not see anything earth shattering that
would prevent this project from going forward. We would gladly accept those comments as
condition of approval, being addressed as part of this project.
So with that, 1 conclude my presentation, and 1 will gladly answer any questions you might have.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much. Renata, do you have anything that you would like to
add before 1 go to the Commissioners?
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Renata Bertotti: No, 1 think this application covered everything that I would want to say.
Chairman Pane: Thank you. Commissioner Sobieski?
Commissioner Sobieski: Can we waive that difference because 1 thought that Judge Mottolese,
the ruling that he had, we went through and changed all of the stuff because we can't waive our
own regulations. Are we good on this, or not?
Renata Bertotti: So, Mr. Chair, through you if 1 may, answer that. Waivers are allowed and will
hold up in court if they have specific standards that in the regulations under which you can
waive the requirement of the zoning commission, of the zoning regulation. So in this particular
case, James, if you don't mind displaying my motion for the waiver request on this please. In
this specific case, if you look at the language under (inaudible) for approval, this circulation may
be waived by the Commission by a specific set of vote, so you have to have a two-thirds vote for
the proposal. But, at the bottom of this write up it says, to be eligible for such a waiver the site
being deployed must posses significant natural or introduce vegetation, severe topography or
be in harmony or design of the location of the building. So they is specific mentioning of the
buffer area, severe topography, and rules under which you could grant this waiver. So, it is my
opinion that yes, you are allowed to do that.
Chairman Pane: Does that answer your question Stanley?
Commissioner Sobieski: Yes, 1 just wanted to make sure because I remember that we removed
all the waivers when Craig Minor was here.
Chairman Pane: You are absolutely correct. We did take out quite a few of them that were
inappropriate, but this one was left in because there were, it was written correctly.
Commissioner Sobieski: Okay, 1 just wanted to make sure.
Chairman Pane: Do any of the other Commissioners have any questions? Without objection, if
there are no other questions, I'll entertain a motion to move Petition 11-21 to Old Business for
action.
Commissioner Woods moved to move Petition 11-21 to Old Business for action. The motion
was seconded by Commissioner Sobieski. The vote was unanimously in favor of the motion,
with seven voting YEA.
B. Pre-Application Discussion
Chairman Pane: I'm going to turn this over to Renata to explain this to the Commissioners.
Renata Bertotti: Some of you may remember when 1 first came to work here, and at my very
first meeting with the Planning Commission 1 had scheduled with you a pre-application meeting
with somebody who was interested in doing that. When we did that, it turned out, 1 realized after
placing it on the agenda that your Commission actually never was approached on a preapplication. You just did not to those, so pre-application discussions with the Commission are a
toll that is to be used for applications that are discretionary, for decision making where the
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Commission has a broad discretion in making the decisions, such as in particular zoning
amendments and zoning regulation changes. When the applications come in, the applicants
would often like, before they spend an excessive amount of money, time, (inaudible), we're
talking a number of professionals that would get involved, and a long and risky process for
them. They sometimes like to come to the Planning Commission and discuss their proposal on
a concept basis to get a sense from the Commission if what they are proposing is acceptable.
Hypothetically speaking, this is all before the hearing. You are not bound by what is discussed
tonight. You will not be bound to your decision. 1 encourage you, 1 strongly encourage you to
share your comments and share you suggestions, especially if you have some specific
hesitations or if you are opposed to the project. The whole point of this is to, if you truly hate,
and there is a good reason for it, say it now so that they don't go through like a spending of tons
of money and time in preparing something that will ultimately be denied. That being said, you
are not making any decisions tonight, there is no action that is taken. If you have any questions,
please refer to me, 1 can see that Attorney, the attorney for the applicant is present in the room
and he is very well versed in these proceedings as well, so we are both here to answer any
questions of the process.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much for that explanation Renata, and we'll go to the
applicant to make his presentation.
Chris Smith: Good evening Mr. Chairman, Members of the Commission, Ms. Bertotti, for the
record, my name is Chris Smith, I'm a land use attorney with the firm of Alter and Pearson, and 1
appear before you this evening on behalf of the Grossman Development Group and Criterion
Development Partners, concerning as your Town Planner Bertotti has indicated a preapplication presentation to the Commission concerning what we believe is an exciting site
development proposal of property located on the Berlin Turnpike.
First we would like to thank both you and your Town Planner for affording us the opportunity to
appear before you this evening with this pre-application discussion and as Renata indicated and
it was provided, it's actually in your memo, your application that someone has to sign, submit to
you, requesting this opportunity to appear on your agenda and appear before you. This is
authorized by Section 7-159B of the Connecticut General Statutes which makes it very clear, as
well as your application that 1 believe that your Town Planner has prepared, that this is a
informal and non-binding proceeding.
What we would like to do is to present to you a vision that our clients have, team has for the site
development proposal and then to hopefully receive input back from you, as Town Planner
Bertotti indicated that if you think this is just terrible, the worse thing you every have seen,
please let us know, and we'll take that into consideration. If you think that it may have potential,
if you could share that with us, and it's non-binding. We could file something, you could deny it
and on the flip side, we could file something that you initially thought might not be what you
would like to see on the property, and ultimately approve it. So again, it's non-binding, I've done
a couple recently, 1 had one in a lower Fairfield County town that went on for about an hour and
fifteen minutes, they told us what they would like to see architecturally, a whole variety of things
and we took that back, made modifications, and we're going to be going back to them for a
second pre-application meeting in two weeks.
As an overview of our presentation this evening, 1 will introduce the members of the team, and
then we will hear from a representative from both Grossman Development Group and as well as
Criterion Development Partners, and then we will turn the presentation over to Dennis Godere,
of the BL Companies. Dennis is the senior project manager and he will walk you through the
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site specific proposal. It is only in conceptual form at this time, and as you will see, it is a, I'm
going to call it a mixed use development, it will be on two separate lots, but it does involve a
commercial as well as a residential component. The residential does provide for multi-family
apartments and you will hear, shortly from members of the team that this is very similar to a
community, very similar community that was recently approved and has been completed and it's
up and running by Grossman Development Partners and Criterion Development, I'm sorry, the
Grossman Development Group and Criterion Development Partners, up in Shrewsbury,
Massachusetts.
So on the outset, on behalf of the Grossman Development team, we have Howard Grossman,
President and Managing Principal, and Jaime Anderson, Senior Project Manager, 1 think we will
be hearing from Jaime shortly. On behalf of Criterion Partners, we have Jack Engler, who is the
Executive Vice-President, as well as Principal, myself, more importantly from BL Companies,
we have Michelle Crossen, who is Director of Land Development for BL Companies, and Dennis
Godere, who is the Senior Project Manager. So, with your permission Mr. Chair, I'd like to turn
the presentation over to, 1 believe it is Jaime Anderson from Grossman Development Group.
Jaime Anderson: Howard, do you want to start off?
Howard Grossman: I think 1 would like to. To the Commission, 1 appreciate your time tonight, 1
appreciate taking the time to listen to us. Just briefly, I'll give you an introduction as to what
Grossman Development Group is all about. We are a retail and mixed use development
company, twelve years old as Grossman Development Group, however 1 have been doing retail
real estate for well over forty years, both as a developer and also running retail. 1 was the
national head of real estate for Marshall's in the nineties, so we have about quite a bit of depth
of retail experience. We do development, acquisition and re-development, predominantly about
New England and upstate New York, though at present we have coincidental property out in
Montana. We are bring Whole Foods to Montana for the first time and redeveloping a mall, an
older mall that truly needs redevelopment out there. As Chris mentioned, you will hear more in
a little bit about what we think is the most similar development to what we are thinking of, and
that is a development called Lakeway Commons in Shrewsbury Massachusetts. It's a super
market anchored shopping center with about another 50,000 square feet of amenity type
retailers, 250 for rent apartments that Jack will speak to in a few seconds, and 14 for sale town
houses. It has been completed and open for about three years, doing phenomenally well, very
well received by the town of Shrewsbury, which is a similar type community to Newington. The,
basically town center type of design, village design that makes it very pedestrian friendly, and
you will see more similarities as BL Companies make their presentation.
1 think at this point, unless you have questions, that's who we are, and believe Chris, Jamie
next?
Chris Smith: 1 think Jack might be up.
Jack Engler: Jack Engler from Criterion Development Partners based in Boston, actually with
an office in Waltham and another in Dallas. Criterion is a multi-family developer, we're been in
the business as Criterion since 2004, but the three partners who started the company, myself,
Frederick Riddick and Andrew Kaye have been working together since 1996. All we do is multifamily housing. We have specialized in that over the last twenty plus years and continue to
focus on that. Currently we are under construction on a number of projects in the Boston and
the Forth Worth area, and one just starting in San Antonio. 1 think if we went to the next slide
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you could see, we've done 5500 units and over a billion dollars worth of development. We
focus on four story or five story stick development, really larger projects from 200 to 300 units.
These are two examptes, one of wahich is in Medford, Massachusetts, right off of the Mystic
River and another in Cambridge Massachusetts, right next to the Ll train station if you have ever
been in that area. One of the reasons that 1 am here tonight and probably Howard is, and
probably the only reason I'm here tonight is that we have had a successful execution with
Howard in Shrewsbury, 1 think he mentioned and we will start to see some slides that are very
similar to what we have in mind for this particular site. I enjoyed our experience with Howard, 1
think he's an ultimate professional in the retail business, and being able to align with retail, so
everything is pedestrian friendly. Community is very important to us, the ability to walk to a
super market or walk to have your hair done, or whatever convenience retail there may be,has
always been tremendously beneficial for our residents and we look forward to moving forward
with hloward again. 1 think that is all we really have to say about Criterion for now, and I'll turn it
back to Chris and he can direct from here.
Chris Smith: 1 think Dennis is going to provide an overview at this point.
Dennis Godere: Thank you. Dennis Godere from BL Companies. BL Companies is located in
Meriden, Connecticut and we are the civil engineering firm that is working closely with Criterion
and Bruce in development.
We're here tonight to talk about a proposed text amendment, and we would like to talk about the
site that our client has interest in. As you can see here, this is a twenty-five acre parcel, 3333
Bertin Turnpike, near the intersection of Pane Road and the Berlin Turnpike. We want to show
you some imagines, make some comparisons with this parcel, along with Shrewsbury that 1
think after we go through this, you will see why, 1 mean, there are two text amendments that we
are going to present to you tonight. One has to do with the frontage of lots within the PD
District, as well as density for residential housing within the PD District. This is specific to the
parcel of property here that is shown on your screen, but something that affects the PD District
in general.
This is a twenty-five acre parcel, as you can see, it is fairly flat and open, and the parcel that
was just discussed in Shrewsbury Massachusetts is a twenty-three acre parcel, also an
undeveloped and under utilized piece of property, that is now, if you look at the aeriel
photographs of mixed use, commercial and residential development. Our client is looking at
taking that same concept and applying it to the 3333 Berlin Tumpike site, also known as
Meadow Commons and would like to convert this parcel into residential of approximately 260 as
well as some commercial which I will show you in a moment. You can see a large opening,
open landscape area towards the Berlin Turnpike, and central to the site, and there are some
wetlands in the back and some (inaudible) along the northern as well. About 350 feet of access,
or frontage along the Berlin Turnpike, and about a sixty foot frontage along Pane Road which
creates access to the rear of the lot.
The proposal and the concept plan that is contemplated, as I mentioned, has commercial up in
the front portion of the property and then residential on the rear portion, so approximately eleven
acres will consist of commercial with, there would be a grocer as well as boutique retail in four
other buildings, and then 260 residential units, varying from studio apartments up to two and
three bedrooms, in four story buildings.
This parcel is located within the PD District as 1 had mentioned. This star down below locates
the rough location geographically within the town, and it's our understanding that the PD District
was established in the 1980's, maybe goes back to the 1970's. Something that we usually look
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to on any zoning district is, what is the purpose and intent of the zoning district, and what is it
trying to accomplish? Unfortunately in the zoning regulations there is not a clearly defined
purpose or intent for this zone. I will surmise that it was meant to be flexible, to promote
economic development, housing choices and other types of development for uses that are
permitted by special permit or by as of right. Generally planned development districts have
flexibility in both standards, not just (inaudible) that we are talking about, but other types of
standards, from design standpoint and layout as well as uses. 1 realize that you had just
updated your, adopted your POCD, 1 believe in August of 2020 so we certainly will need to be
following the goals and objective of the POCD with any of the amendments that we bring
forward.
I'd like to start off by talking about the frontage amendment. The purpose here and is also along
the same purpose as to what the intent of the planned development district, and that is allowing
flexibility. Larger parcels, especially when they have the long linear configuration such as what
we are looking at, at 3333 Berlin Turnpike and other parcels atong the Berlin Turnpike, and
those that are in the PD District are, you would have challenges with a subdivision in order to
meet the development programs, undertaking that investors are looking to take, so in this case,
there is a minimum frontage requirement in the PD District of 78. We are looking to amend the
regulations to have minimum frontage of 50 feet, but only when there is a certain criteria that is
met, so it is not a blanket any property can do this, you would have to meet a certain criteria. In
summary, they are that the parcel must be a minimum of ten acres with 300 feet of existing
frontage; you must have two points of access at the subdivision. That is, two points of access to
a public way, one of those must be owned by the parcel that will be subdivided and this can't be
done ad nausea, it can't be done on a continuous basis. You are only entitled to one type of
subdivision for this so you can't get too many multiple properties in an area where there is a
(inaudible) frontage. The mechanism of where this would take place in your zoning regulations
is in Section 4.5 Table E, currently you see the title here, the schedule of height, area, and yard
requirements, non-residential uses. It's being used for non-residential uses because the table
does in fact also address residential currently, before any amendments, so we are simply
suggesting that we add a note seven, which says permitted by Section 3.18.3 and the previous
line that 1 spoke it addresses the items associated with and how you may be able to reduce to a
fifty foot frontage.
The second amendment that we are proposing is to look at dwelling units per acre, or denity.
The intent here is to create a broader range of housing options within the town. Currently all
residential, other than single family, all residential type uses that are permitted in the PD District
have a blanket 4500 square feet of land area per unit, regardless if you are duplex, town homes,
or apartments. Apartments are just, by their nature, have a higher density than a town home.
Apartments generally have more stories, and they can be two stories, they can be up to four or
five stories. The PD District does allow a four story building currently. Duplex and town homes
are generally two story type of unit. The dwellings are sometimes smaller than what we might
see in a (inaudible) and they range from studios up to three bedrooms which are very
acceptable. The result of all of this is that the footprint on a square foot basis is generally a
smaller footprint for the amount of units that are being proposed.
Currently density is addressed in your Table A, Section 4.5 and you can see here there are
patio houses, duplexes, and town houses, the later two at 4500 square feet per unit, patio units
at 6000 per unit. There is no mention here regarding density for apartments. It is addressed
later on in the PD District, and we'll talk about that in a moment. The amendment woutd
propose to include apartments on this table, and the density for apartments would propose that
1500 square feet per unit. Apartments, if we added some footnotes, apartments would be
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allowed by special permit, which is still the case now, and it would be allow by special permit in
the PD District, and then also duplexes and town homes would be allowed in the PD District as
well by special permit, and that is by footnote number 3. Just to emphasize again, the special
permit item is very important because it provides the Commission with a lot of discretion in your
decision making process when you are looking at, and evaluating an application for consistency
with your special permit criteria and your POCD and other items in the zoning regulations.
On the technical side, in Section 3.19 there are a couple of housekeeping items that we were
are proposing, just clarifying that the density requirements are set forth in this section for any
residential building; and we come down to Item number 2, currently item number 2 is just
labeled site area. Then it talks about minimum site area, shall not be less than five acres and
then it talks about density which is struck here, I'll explain that in a moment, and then density
and in site area are actually incorporated into site area, so we are proposing to break the two
out for clarity, and for housekeeping.
We removed the 4500 square foot requirement and we just simpty said the density of residential
units shall be subject to the provisions of Section 4.5 Table A, which we had just covered
momentarily, a moment ago. Again, we took out references to topographic conditions of slopes
because this is a special permit and it gives you a lot of discretion in your decision making
process, and it also provides the flexibility and creativity of the applicant to present a high quality
proposal.
That would conclude our overview, we welcome any questions that you may have. Comments,
and Chris, if you have any additional items you would like to add, or anybody at all?
Chris Smith: Thanks Dennis, excellent job and just in summary, you see the proposal what it
would look like when completed, we provided you with a comparable of a recent, very similar
type of mixed use community with the residential and commercial components. 1 think if, when
Dennis was showing you the aerial for the site, the frontage would deal with the, with one of the
access points and we would require that text amendment to make it work, to go from the 70 to
the 50 feet as Dennis indicated. We would also need some additional relief, so to speak, with
the density, but when 1 say relief, Dennis worked hard with Renata to come up with this text
amendment so that, as there was discussion with the prior application about a waiver, with the
McKenzie case out of Monroe and whether there was, and whether your regulation meets the
McKenzie test so to speak. This 1 would respectfully submit is only in a conceptual form at this
point, but this would be the first step for us, would be to file the text amendment with the
Commission, and then if approved, come back with the site specific proposal, but that is why we
are just providing this to you this evening, both the frontage requirement, going from 70 to 50
has very specific requirements for that to be approved, and again, as Dennis indicated, with the
multi-family, or with the density going to one unit per 1500 square feet, that, all of this is subject
to special permit review and as Dennis indicated, it is limited to the PD Zone District, so it can't
be used elsewhere and it would be subject to special permit review by the Commission and as
you are well aware, provides you with flexibility as to whether you think this particular use is
appropriate for a particular site, utilizing these specific zoning conditions.
We're trying to keep it short and concise for you, and a conceptual format, but we're very
excited and wanted to be as clear as we could about the vision for this site, and then the text
amendments that would be required, and there are really just two major components to it; the
frontage which would be down in the lower left hand corner there, down at about seven o'clock,
and then the density with the residential component. As Dennis indicated, when you are dealing
with apartments versus town houses, duplexes on a particular property, apartments, they are
going to be denser and they will go up in height, and as Dennis indicated, we are really retaining
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the height for the area, and 1 think from all of the news that we are hearing in Connecticut these
days, and as we well know, there is a demand for apartments in our state and as both Jack and
Howard indicated this is a really nice mixed use component where you have commercial all
around, and then you are having this residential right smack in the middle of it. It's like a small
neighborhood unto itself. We're open to any comments or questions that the Commission has
and we're taking notes and if you have any thoughts we're more than happy to consider them
and respond to any questions that you have, and thank you.
Chairman Pane: Okay, thank you very much. It was a very nice presentation, 1 like the concept
of the residential with the retail, 1 think it's a very nice looking, might have some little site plan
issues, but nothing major. 1 don't have any problem with the amendments that you are looking
to change. On the plan that is up now, are those garages for the housing units?
Dennis Godere: Yes, there are six garages and about eight of so parking spaces within the
garages.
Chairman Pane: That's a nice option. I'm going to go to Commissioner Woods. He may have
some questions.
Commissioner Woods: It's an interesting concept, 1 think you have done agood job of
presenting us an overall look at this. Couple questions that 1 have that have come to mind, first
you talked very early on that it was two parcels of land. I'm assuming it's one parcel that you
are subdividing? Is that where the two parcels, you will actually split it between the commercial
and the residential?
Dennis Godere: Right where my cursor is here.....
Commissioner Woods: 1 see that, and it makes sense, but 1 was thinking maybe there was
another parcel that was going to sneak up on us at some point, and then my other question, on
the residential side, are there affordable units in this complex? Are you looking to move in that
direction with a limited number of affordable units? Or do you think, because of the mix of units
that you have, between obviously a high end town house, and like studios, would meet that
guideline?
Dennis Godere: It is not the intent to have anything age restricted, from an affordable
standpoint, there is a range of unit types, from studio up to three being contemplated, and so by
nature, there will be a range of price points for people of different income levels.
Commissioner Woods: Just a comment in general, 1 think there is a huge need. Hopefully that
the super market comes through on the turnpike, 1 think that would be a big improvement for our
town, and again, I've been a big supporter of high density housing, 1 believe it is time, as fast as
people in your business can build these things, they seem to be filling. 1 don't fully understand,
why people want to be in apartments, but 1 don't need to because they're successful. Every
place they are being built, they are being filled, so there is definitely a demand, and if this does
move forward, 1 think it would be an answer for the town, and 1 look forward to working with you
through this project if you decide to move forward. Thank you.
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Commissioner Sobieski: Two questions, can we get a copy of the proposals, and also the
proposed text amendments changes? 1 would like to take a look at it.
Chairman Pane: Thank you. 1 think Renata has a copy of everything, is that correct Renata?
Renata Bertotti: 1 do not, as of this minute, but I'm sure by tomorrow morning 1 will, however the
two main things that 1 want you to consider here are the regulation amendments, you know, the
site plan stuff, we will work that, that can be tweaked. 1 think the genesis of this discussion
tonight is whether or not you are going to be okay with the instances that are shown on the
screen, when there are certain specific requirements that are met, such as you know, 300 ffet of
linear frontage on the other way, and certain size of the lot, if you are okay in those instances
reducing the frontage from the required seventy feet to the fifty feet. Now to that 1 will also add
that the normal width of a two way road is just under fifty feet, you get a 12 foot tane and 12 foot
lane and a bunch of area on the side for sidewalks and whatever, so seventy feet is pretty wide,
I personally see no problem with proceeding with this proposed reduction. Then the second
item is this density issue. So right now you require for each component in the zoning district,
4500 square feet of land area. That is probably, I'm making some assumptions here because 1
wasn't here in the '80's when this regulation was created the conditions were different, so 1 don't
know the exact reason, but from everything that 1 see in this regulation, it appears to me that
that restriction of 4500 feet was set because there was already 4500 feet of land area required
for multi-family that we at the time considered duplexes and town houses. When you are
looking at apartments, they go and occupy the same amount of land, but because they are
higher, they can have more units, so this restriction really doesn't affect, allow for a different
kind of development. 1 think really what the applicant is saying is how do these two things,
frontage and density, you know, do you have some major problems with that? 1 guess that, 1
don't guess, 1 know that they showed you the site plan because it's, it shows what this would
look with the restrictions and with the density increase.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Renata, that's very helpful.
I'll start it off, because it's apartments, 1 can understand why it would be an advantage to
increase the density and yet, 1 don't think it will change the appearance in any way. As far as
the reduction of the frontage, I don't have a problem with that either. I'll ask the other
Commissioners how they feel about it so we can give direction to the applicant. Commissioner
Woods, do you have any feelings on that? Commissioner Claffey, go right ahead.
Commissioner Claffey: 1 think it was a great presentation. Like a lot of things, people who are
watching it, actually the most people who have been on a Zoom zoning meeting 1 think in a long
time, we had upwards of 30 plus people tonight. 1 think there is going to be a lot of discussion
about it outside of this meeting, but 1 think people, things here need to change, it's better than
looking at what is out there right now. So this town needs some growth, and 1 think yeah, there
are some hurdles to get over, like everyone has said, and 1 think we just need to look at the
future and start to maneuver this town and our board into things that need to come out of our
regulations to help assist some development that is a dire need for our town. If this does come
to fruition, it will probably be the biggest thing this side of Blue Back Square many, many years
ago. There is a lot of development on the pike, and it's skipping over Newington for some
reason, it's skipping over and going to Berlin. There is a lot of development just south of this
area, and I'd love to see it here in Newington. Thank you.
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Chairman Pane: Thank you Commissioner Claffey, well said. 1 agree with you and 1 would like
to see the development in our town too.
Commissioner Woods: 1 forgot to bring this up. You also mentioned the wetlands, and this is
probably more for Renata than it is for the applicant. Do you think this will be an issue for our
Conservation Commission because obviously we're going to be encroaching closely onto those
wetlands. Again, they are very minor, I believe, 1 know the area pretty well, but there are
wetlands that are regulated, and I'm curious as to what you take is. Obviously it probably is not
something that you can't pass, because you probably wouldn't have brought it in front of us,but
1 want to bring it up because 1 believe it would have to go to Conversation also, correct?
Renata Bertotti: Yes, this needs to go to the Conservation Commission for the site plan
approval. It is up to the applicant to design this development so that the wetlands impact is
minimized as much as possible. There is no, they can't even apply for this project without
obtaining first these regulatory amendments changes, so that is why they are in front of you.
The wetlands part, they know that they have to file an application with wetlands, 1 do not know
how the Conservation Commission will feel about it, but wetlands are more technical, so you
know, if you meet the design, if you bring a biologist, if you address it from that aspect, it's
approvable, it's not like you know, when you are changing your regulations, and you have a
discretion to say, we feel that increasing density is something that this town character doesn't
like, allow for it. You know, the softer kind of criteria that you use in your regulator (inaudible.)
Commissioner Sobieski: As far as the fifty foot road goes, that would work because you have
12 foot lanes with (inaudible) on either side, and then areas of grass, so that would definitely
work. 1 just wanted to make that comment.
Chairman Pane: Are there any other Commissioners who have any comments?
Commissioner Lenares: Just to weigh in on the situation of the, 1 guess we are calling it a preapplication discussion, this is new to me, but it was quite nice to see, as Commissioner Claffey
mentioned, this is a no joke development, kind of like a Blue Back something brought to our
town, and why not our town? This is an opportunity for Newington to really clean up a large
parcel on the turnpike and bring some sort of development, and of course, the Commissioners
along the way, in accordance with the Planner will have some changes, suggestions,
modifications, all that stuff, as she noted could be worked out, but to have something like this in
front of us is really exciting for the town, for the residents, to provide some apartments, to
provide some retail, mixed use type of development, but really exciting to have and look forward
to seeing this in the future.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Commissioner Lenares. Any other Commissioners have any
comments? Any other Commissioners have any comments? Do you have anything else
Renata?
Renata Bertotti: 1 personally do not, but before the applicant leaves and before you close this
matter, if you wouldn't mind just checking with them, and ensuring that their questions are
answered.d
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Chairman Pane: Absolutely, I'll turn it over to the applicants now. 1 hope that you gathered that
we are pretty much in favor of this. Do you have any questions for us?
Howard Grossman: 1 would like to make one last request, or suggestion, and that is, we have
used Shrewsbury Massachusetts as a comparable, which is clearly is, because of the nature of
the town, and the nature of the development. 1 urge you and 1 would be happy to put you
together with the Town Manager, the Assistant Town Manager, who happened to be the
Planner when 1 was doing that development, just to get a feel for how we execute, that we do
what we say and how they absorbed this development, what it has meant to the town.
Chairman Pane: Thank you. Anything else from the applicant?
Chris Smith: 1 think we, Howard, Jack, Jaime, anything further? We thank you very much for
your time, and Renata for helping to keep this up with the pre-application discussion this
evening and we look forward to submitting a text amendment with the Commission as soon as
we can, so thank you very much for your time, and stay healthy. Thank you.
Chairman Pane: Thank you very much Attorney Smith.
IX.

OLD BUSINESS

Chairman Pane: The first thing is Petition 09-21, do the Commissioners want to talk about that
petition, and get some direction to Renata, how do you feel about it?
Commissioner Braverman: 1 have no problem with pouttry.
Commissioner Woods: 1 would like to see us move forward with this, although 1 would like to
see the square footage of the lot reduced. 1 just think there are way too many homes in our
town that are under the 20,000 square foot limit to this. 1 think, if you want, the speakers tonight
that was in favor of it, 1 thought had a great idea, as long as we meet the setbacks, that are in
our regulations, 1 believe they should be allowed to have chickens, maybe limit it to four, or six,
I'll leave that up to Renata who is more of an expert. 1 am not an expert on chickens, I'm one of
these people that almost forget that your chicken and your beef once were once breathing,
because 1 get them all from the grocery store. 1 think that is some of the problem with the
society that we are, I'll share a quick story with you, someone sent me this. It was in the LA
Times, that they were blasting hunters for going out and killing animals, even though they were
eating them, they wanted them to go and get their meet at the store where they don't kill any
animals because that meat was there. That is how ridiculous it is at times. Again, 1 think it is
time, and 1 know that there are going to be some people against this, and not in favor of it, 1
mean, like the waste, 1 mean, they have to keep in mind, specifically chicken manure is sought
by almost everybody who is growing a home garden and wants to spread it in, mix it in to their
soil to grow their vegetables because it makes them grown incredibly well. So, you know, 1 think
that is just a little taken too far, 1 think it safe, 1 don't think, four, six, eight or even twelve
chickens on a piece of property is going to over run it with waste. 1 just don't. 1 think there is
clearly a need, 1 think there are a lot of people in this community that want to do it, and 1
encourage it, 1 think our kids should grow and learn that eggs come out of a chicken, they do't
just come from a grocery store, so 1 would like to see this, but again, 1 think if we are going to
keep it at that 20,000 square feet, 1 don't think we should do it because 1 don't think it's fair to
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the rest of the homeowners. 1 really think it needs to be accessible to the community at large.
That's my two cents. 1 have no problem with moving it forward, if we can make it accessible to
the community as a whole.
Commissioner Havens: 1 agree with Commissioner Woods. 1 would like to see this go forward.
The one thing that struck me was the multiple conversations regarding height of the enclosure
not to exceed seven feet. Maybe we could make a note on that, that the wall height would not
exceed seven feet, not necessarily the incline of the roof. One other thing, when we go over
this, whenever the next meeting we do this at is, do we have any historic information regarding
what types of complaints have been made in the past regarding chickens? Was it noise, was it
that they were getting out and running around, or was it, did it have something to do with the
waste runoff? Thank you.
Commissioner Claffey: 1 just want to reiterate Commissioner Woods and I'm not going to beat a
dead horse, but if we are going to do this, we do it for every possible person in town. The
minute you start putting lot sizes on this it's no different than a shed, it's no different than a pool,
a deck, a structure, so 1 mean, we can beat this again another whole meeting, but 1 think by the
time we come around next we just need to fine tune a few things Renata, but we can't pigeon
hole it, no pun intended, into just certain size lots. It, 1 live on a small lot, and if 1 have to try to fit
a twenty-five foot to a fifteen foot, I mean, 1 could barely get a pool and deck in my lot. We
made it work, but it took a long time, so Mr. Woods is right on with it. Thank you.
Chairman Pane: Thank you Commissioner Claffey. 1 agree with you and Commissioner
Woods. 1 think it is necessary to open it up to any single family home, as long as it can meet the
set back lines. Are there any other comments from the Commissioners? Anyone else?
Renata?
Renata Bertotti: 1 don't have any comments, 1 personally feel that also in order to make this
equitable and accessible to everybody it should have included all of the lots. There was a lot of
discussion about the size of the lot last time, 1 just included that random area.
Chairman Pane: Just to give Renata some direction, I'm not in favor of any slaughtering on the
residential property. I don't imagine any body is for it.
Commissioner Haggerty: Just, I'm totally for it, and I'm not sure who had said it, but starting
small and then growing the regulations as they need, maybe only allowing six to eight chickens
at first, and if we are getting a lot of feedback that for some reason that isn't enough chickens,
we can always add onto it, but I'm totally for it.
Chaiman Pane: Thank you very much. We'll make some adjustments on this Renata, and then
vote on it at the next meeting.
Renata Bertotti: Before you move on, one more thing that I would like to have clarified, in the
revised regulation what you want is that this will be applicable just to hens?
Chairman Pane: Isn't that correct, Commissioners, only to hens?
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Commissioner Claffey: Just to hens, 1 haven't hear anything, no one has brought up any other
things, just as long as we keep in about the rooster, but that is just going to raise the concern
back up, so that is all 1 have to say.
Commissioner Woods: 1 agree with Commissioner Claffey. Just the female chickens, no
roosters, whatever we want to call them, we're never going to get it right with everybody, but
hens is an appropriate description as far as I'm concerned. That works.
Chairman Pane: Is everyone in agreement to keep it at eight or less for now, or do you want to
allow up to twelve, what's everyone's feeling on that?
Commissioner Woods: 1 think on the larger lots, we could go up to that twelve. If you get over
20,000 square feet, twelve chickens don't take up a lot of area.
Chairman Pane: So, do you want to keep it at eight and under for under 20,000 square feet and
over 20,000 square feet up to twelve?
Commissioner Woods: That sounds good.
Commissioner Claffey: 1 agree with that.
Renata Bertotti: If I mayjust clarify, so you are asking me to allow up to eight on any lot, and
then over an acre, over 40,000 square feet, you can go up to twelve.
Chairman Pane: No, over 20,000 square feet.
Renata Bertotti: I'm going to remove 20,000 square feet, allow the keeping of, oh, so you want
up to six on under 20,000 and then over 20,000 you want eight?
Chairman Pane: 1 think everyone is in agreement that we could have up to six on lots less than
20,000 square feet, and then lots 20,000 square feet and over up to twelve. Do 1 have that
correct Commissioner Claffey?
Commissiner Claffey: 1 just don't know, from listening tonight to the people from the public that
have the chickens, and 1 personally know someone, not in our town, that has a coop in another
state, and been to it, 1 don't know if six is feasible to what these people and 1 would like to get
some more input from Robert, maybe he and Renata can talk, but 1 think there is a certain
number where you get, you know, you might get some chickens and you want them for eggs,
and some don't always lay them, may lay one a day and other chickens may lay two, three a
day, so the number of chickens 1 think really, granted it's the size we are talking about, 20,000
to 40,000 forlotsizes.....
Chairman Pane: I'm okay with having up to eight chickens for under 20,000 square feet, and
then up to twelve for any lot that is over 20,000 square feet.
Commissioner Claffey: That 1 think is a more rational number. Then we also have to be
cognizant of, once this regulation becomes rule and we start using it and people do it, maybe it
might need to be adjusted accordingly, based on size, like I've never been to one here in
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Newington on a chicken coop, maybe I'll take a ride and find a few, but I've never drive by a
house on a small lot, and said, what's that in the backyard. It's usually like, oh another shed is
going up, so we may have to bring this back if it becomes a problem with the amounts of
chickens, but as of now, 1 think eight is feasible and above 12 is feasible for the lot designations
that you spoke of.
Chairman Pane: Very good. Do you understand that Renata?
Renata Bertotti: 1 believe that I do, but 1 will draft this and send this over to you.
Chairman Pane: So we are going to allow it on any single family residential lot, up to eight hens
on lots that are less than 20,000 square feet, and up to twelve hens on lots that are 20,000
square feet and above. Now, there were some distance things. My opinion is that we should try
to have them as far away from the residential dwelling. If we can bump up the distances so that
they are fartherfrom a residential dwelling.
Renata Bertotti: The reason that 1 kept the distance from the residential dwelling is, you might
end up in a situation where because your neighbor has a chicken coop, you can't get a permit
for a building addition on your residence, so 1 want it to keep this closer to the building setback
lines so that we don't some how restrict in the future, you know, somebody adding a garage or
sunroom addition on their house because their neighbor has like a temporary structure that is
also moveable in their back yard.
Commissioner Claffey: That was one of my concerns originally during the discussion, why we
are going to have language in our regulation that prohibits somebody who has nothing to do
with chickens. The chicken coop on my neighbor's property should not, by any means, prohibit
me to do something on my property. It shouldn't even be written in there. 1 don't see how you
can say my neighbor can prohibit me from putting my deck on, at fifteen feet if his chicken coop
is more than twenty-five feet closer to my property. That makes absolutely no sense to me.
Renata Bertotti: And it doesn't make much sense to me which is why 1 am trying to keep it so
that you can't place it like ten feet from your neighbor's house, but it is supposed to be guided
by the setbacks, like building setbacks, so if you can put a deck, if you can build an addition and
in your zoning district you have like fifteen foot to your side yard, then you are good.
Commissioner Claffey: But the language that you have in there, under E 2, at least fifteen feet
from any residence dwelling, that shouldn't be in there. That's what would hinder, if it went
forward if my neighbor's was fifteen feet off the property line, or within fifteen feet of my, 1 don't
know how his building is going to interfere with mine, that's the language that was kind of
confusing me. That's why 1 say, remove it. Just keep it as you would if you put a deck on your
house or you put a pool in your backyard, or you put your shed, they should all kind of mirror
each other, not about, like well, you can't have your shed five feet because 1 have my shed at
five feet. It's kind of like the temporary sign law where one guy puts his up first, you can't have
yours, if it is within 25 feet of his. That's what I'm trying to eliminate here.
Chairman Pane: What about the penalty, or enforcement or enforcement on this. Do we need
any language for enforcement, or will that be taken care of?
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Renata Bertotti: No absolutely not, we already have a process or zoning enforcement, a citation
process, so this will be enforced like any other zoning violation.
Chairman Pane: All right. Thank you.
it is we really want.

think Renata has a better understanding of exactly what

Commissioner Claffey: 1 think we are muddying the waters here. You can only have a chicken
coop that is seven feet high, but 1 an put a deck on my house that is three feet off the ground
and put a six foot wall and now it's nine feet off the ground. There is no regulation that says 1
can't do that.
Chairman Pane: So what do you suggest Commissioner Claffey?
Commissioner Claffey: That we don't have a regulation now that tells you how big your coop
can be, we've already said, you know, you start adding these little pieces you are going to make
it harder and harder to do, and harder for our enforcement officer to understand. How many
people are going to make chicken coops? Maybe we ought to look at this guy's York, you now,
do we have a regulation on how tall your shed can be?
Chairman Pane: Yeah we do. Outside structures can not be higher than fifteen feet.
Commissioner Claffey: Again, that's my point. Like 1 said, we're going to start muddying this.
Make it either as simple as a shed recommendations, or deck recommendations, it's just an
opinlon.
Chairman Pane: Thank you. Commissioner Woods?
Commissioner Woods: 1 think where Renata was going with this is that the coop, where the
chickens, the chicken yard is going to be fenced, so, and I think Commissioner Claffey you are
one hundred percent correct, if it is going to be a frame structure, it meets whatever guidelines
there are for any other shed that we would have, or an auxiliary building on the site. That is how
1 understood it, so it was more like a dog pen, and some dog pens have to have a fence on the
top because the dogs can climb the fence and get out, so it's the same type of thing, 1 think.
Renata Bertotti: That is exactly how 1 envisioned this. This was not supposed to be like some
big building.
Commissioner Claffey: Okay, 1 understand it, 1 gotcha.
Chairman Pane: 1 think we now have a better understanding of it. If there is no objection, I'd
like to move to the next thing which would be Petition 10-21.
Petition 10-21
Special Permit (Sec. 6.6 Sale of Alcoholic Beverages)
26B Fenn Road
Hemangi Patel, Applicant and Contact
Commissioner Claffey moved to approve Petition 10-21 with no conditions.
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The motion was seconded by Commissioner Woods. The vote was unanimously in favor of the
motion, with seven voting YEA.
Petition 11-21
Site Plan Approval at 187 Costello Road
Henry Vasel, Applicant, James Cassidy, P.E. Contact
Petition 11-21
Waiver for Outside Storage pursuant to Section 3.18.4 at 187 Costello Road
187 Costello Road LLC Owner, Henry Vasel 54 Fuller Road, Berlin, CT 06037 Applicant
James P. Cassidy, P.E. 630 Main Street Cromwell, CT 06416 Contact.
APPROVE:
Commissiner Lenares moved to approve Petition waiver of Section 3.18.4 of the zoning
regulations that reads in part: No business or industrial use structure, raw materials, outside
storage, maintenance area, etc., but not limited to the foregoing shall be located closer than 100
feet from any residential zone boundary. This regulation can be waived by the Commission by
a two thirds vote for the purpose of allowing development in the buffer area where the existing
land use landscaped or architecture in the adjacent residential zone is such that the residential
character will not be impacted by parking or loading in the buffer area, or where severe
topography on either of the zone boundary will provide sufficient buffering. To be eligible for
such a waiver the site being developed must possess significant natural or introduced
vegetation, severe topography or be in harmony with the desired location of buildings in the
adjacent residential zone.
The entity houses at the Cobblestone development are approximately 200 plus/minus away
from the existing common property line. Additionally there is an elevation difference between
the property of plus or minus sixty feet.
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Sobieski.
Commissioner Woods: Procedurally Mr. Chairman, can we do these together or does the
waiver of the buffer need to be done in a separate motion?
Chairman Pane: It's written up as separate, so 1 think we have to waive it first and then approve
the whole thing. Is that correct Renata?
Renata Bertotti: It is, and you also, there is a different vote, when you are acting on a site plan
application, it's a normal majority vote, when you are acting on this, it requires a two thirds vote,
so it is separate.
Chairman Pane: We have a motion made, and seconded and there is no other discussion.
After a roll call vote, the petition was unanimously approved.
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Petition 11-21
Site Plan Approval for a Commercial Building
187 Costello Road 187 Costello Road LLC Owner, Henry Vasal, 54 Fuller Road, Berlin CT
06037 Applicant. James P. Cassidy, P.E. 630 Main Street, Cromwell, CT 06416, Contact.
APPROVE:
Move to approve the above referenced petition with modifications
As discussed with the Town Engineer on March 23, 2021 the (inaudible) as outlined in
the Zoning Enforcement's letter dated March 15, 2021.
2. Staff review and approval of the landscape and lighting plans.
1.

REASONS FOR APPROVAL:
The proposal meets the requirements for a site plan under Section 5.3 of the Newington Zoning
Regulations.
The motion was seconded by Commissioner Sobieski. The vote was unanimously in favor of
the motion, with seven voting Yea.
Chairman Pane: There are a couple of things scheduled for public hearing. I'll turn it over to
Renata if she has anything to talk about on that.
Renata: No, the first petition is where Montana Axe Throwing, that is that location. When they
were originally approved there was a specific condition of approval related to the little
restaurant/concession area they had inside there which requires that any expansion in that
particular use requires them to come before the Planning Commission, so we will schedule that
and the other one is the outdoor dining regulations. We spoke about this before, 1 actually
included that language and posted it on line so that everybody can see it ahead of time, but for
right now, this is just a temporary patch to essentially transfer the authority to act on outdoor
dining as we did under the executive order by the Governor, and to give me that specific
authority ending on December 31 , 2021 so within that time we will revise the regulations and we
will have a proper procedure to deal with these things, but for right now, it's a temporary patch.
1 put that proposal in. There is an application that you will be accepting tonight, but not
scheduling for public hearing. The car wash application, submitted to the town on the Berlin
Turnpike, this will be scheduled for public hearing at the next meeting and then the hearing will
be the second meeting in April for that location.
Chairman Pane: You mean, not the Berlin Turnpike,
Renata Bertotti: Ah, Fenn Road, yes.
X.

PETITIONS FOR PUBLIC HEARING SCHEDULING
A.

Petition 12-21: Modification of Special Permit (Section 5.2.7) at 80 Fenn Road,
Square Peg Pizzeria LLC Applicant, John Mattie, Contact
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Petition 13-21: Zonina Reaulations for Outdoor Dinina (Sections 3.11.6 and
3.15.3)

Commissioner Claffey: On 80 Fenn road, you said that was part of the axe throwing, so the
applicant is acting on behalf of the owner? Wouldn't it have to come through the one that got
the approval from previous meetings when that place opened up, because it is just an inside
food establishment. Just trying to clarify it.
Renata Bertotti: The reason they have to do this, and it is most unfortunate honestly, when you
acted to approve the axe throwing place and the restaurant concession area inside it, the
Commission set specific requirement that says any expansion of the food service, or liquor
service, you must go to the Commission for approval. Then in our zoning regulations, we have
a provision that says, any time you modify a special permit in a way to remove the condition of
approval, you have to hold a hearing. So frankly, this should have been something that was
handled more on a site plan level, because the condition was related to parking but the way the
condition in our existing regulations kind of contributed, not contributed but together it implies
that we had to hold a hearing on this.
Commissioner Claffey: So the actual owner of the property doesn't have to be there, so if we
bestow on this applicant, you know, 1 think that is what happened last time, we always got the
applicant in front of us, and not the owner, and it took months upon months upon months upon
months of back and forth.
Renata Bertotti: 1 do not know how long it took, as of right now it is required that owner either
provide us with either an owner consent for any application that is submitted or they have to
sign the application form. 1 actually have only a copy here, and some signature that I really
can't say who it is, but we can look into that.
Commissioner Claffey: Okay, because I'm still waiting for the site plan approved for that. That
never came back to us prior to you taking over for the last Planner, so 1 have the question.
Chairman Pane: We'll have Renata look into the site plan.
Commissioner Claffey: All right. Thank you.
XI.

TOWN PLANNER REPORT

Renata Bertotti: 1 just have a couple of scheduling things. We started, 1 believe at the last
meeting we talked about how we were going to proceed with Newington Junction. 1 had shown
you a map of the area, the Commission as far as 1 can tell agreed that that was the okay area to
start this process. 1 started calling the property owners in the area and finally finished that
yesterday. For the next meeting I am anticipating, and 1 did say this to people that1had a
conversation with, that they should start watching meetings starting next meeting because we
will start talking about this. 1 will present to you some sort of (inaudible) language, I'm thinking
I'm probably going to us what we have and then we can discuss if we need to tweak and what
we need to change in the language we have for the TOD. We are collecting some pictures as
you know, at one of the previous meetings we were talking about perhaps getting some pictures

going from you know,Willard Avenue to West Hartford, looking at some buildings in that area
that you could consider for this.
Then the second thing is, 1 will send you an e-mail tomorrow, 1 didn't want to further put all of
these regulation changes, but 1 will send you tomorrow the B Zone,out of your regulations.
When we last talked about that you had indicated that perhaps if 1 put it as a proposal with a
comment, we can start discussion like that. You will get that document in an e-mail tomorrow
and hopefully we will have time to talk about it at the next meeting. That's all 1 have.
XII.

COMMUNICATIONS

Renata Bertotti: The only communications that1have, and it was included in the packet are
CROCG letters.
XIII.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (For items not listed on the Agenda; Speakers timited to
two minutes. Use the Zoom "Raise Hand" Function.)

Hermangi Patel: Thank you, all of the members, the Town, for allowing us.
Chairman Pane: You're quite welcome and we wish you the best in your new location.
XIV.

REMARKS BY COMMISSIONERS
None

XV.

CLOSING REMARKS BY THE CHAIRMAN

None
XVI.

ADJOURN

Commissioner Woods moved to adjourn the meeting. The motion was seconded by
Commissioner Claffey. The meeting was adjoumed at 9:55 p.m.

Re^pectfutly submitted,

Addis,
Recording Secretary
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200 Garfield Street Newington, Connecticut 06111

Town Planner

Keith Chapman
Town Manager

Renata Bertotti
Town Planner

Memorandum
To:

Town Plan and Zoning Commission

From:

Town Planner Renata Bertotti, AICP

Date:

April 6, 2021

Subject: Petition 09-21 – Zoning Regulations Amendment - Keeping of Hens
_____________________________________________________________________________
Please see the attached revised draft of the proposed zoning regulations amendment to allow the
keeping of hens as a permitted noncommercial accessory use on a single-family residential lots.
The proposed changes to prior drafts are based on the 03-24-2021 discussion at the public
hearing and include:
 Allowing hens (instead of poultry). Removing the proposed definition of poultry.
 Allowing a maximum of 8 hens on a lot that is smaller than 20,000 sq. ft. in area.
 Deleting the language related to harvesting.
 Clarifying the height of enclosure so that it applies to side support or wall, and not the peek
of the overhead protective fencing or roof.

REASONS FOR THE APPROVAL:
The proposed amendment is consistent with the 2020-2030 POCD and in particular with
“guiding the uses and activities in ways that will provide things the community wants or needs”
(POCD, pp.1). The amendment also supports the regional POCD policy “to encourage zoning
regulations that address urban agriculture and local food systems” (CRCOG letter).
The CGS require that the Commission set the effective date for the new regulations when they
adopt changes to the zoning regulations. I recommend the effective date be set for April 26,
2021.

cc:
file
Phone: (860) 665-8575 Fax: (860) 665-8577
townplanner@newingtonct.gov
www.newingtonct.gov

SECTION 1:

PURPOSE AND INTENT

1.1

Purpose

13

1.2

Basic Requirements

14

1.3

Interpretation
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SECTION 2:

ESTABLISHMENT OF ZONE(S) AND
OFFICIAL ZONING MAP

2.1

Establishment of Zones

15

2.2

Provision for Zoning Map

15

SECTION 3:
3.0

ZONE USE REGULATION

Higher-Density Residential Development Moratorium:

17

3.0.1 Temporary Moratorium in the CTfastrak Station Areas
3.1

Uses Permitted in Any Zone:

18

3.1.1 Public Library
3.1.2 Public Parks and Playgrounds
3.1.3 Farms
3.1.4 Construction Trailers
3.2

Special Permits Allowed in All Zones:

19

3.2.1 Churches and places of worship
3.2.2 Public Utilities
3.2.3 State and Federal Government Activities
3.2.4 Hospitals, Sanitaria, Rest Homes, Senior Independent Living
Facilities, Convalescent or Nursing Homes, Long Term Care
Facilities and Continuing Care Retirement Communities
3.2.5 Schools and Colleges
3.2.6 Commercial Wireless Communication Facilities
3.2.7 Charitable, Religious, Social and Civic Events
3.2.8 Group Day Care Homes and Child Care Centers, and
Adult Day Care Centers
3.3

Uses Permitted in All Residential Zones:
3.3.1 One-family Detached Dwellings
3.3.2 Recreational Vehicles, Boats, etc.

22

3.3.3 Personal Business in Residence
3.3.4 Access to Business or Industrial Use
3.3.5 Keeping of Hens
3.4

Special Permits Allowed in All Residential Zones:

23

3.4.1 Golf courses or Country Clubs
3.4.2 Private Stables
3.4.3 Commercial Stables
3.4.4 Home Occupations and Professional Offices
3.4.5 Reserved
3.4.6 Group Homes and community residences
3.4.7 Conversion of Older Homes
3.4.8 More than one commercial vehicle as defined by Section 3.22
3.4.9 Interior Lots
3.5

Uses Permitted in R-20, R-12 and R-7 Residential Zones:

26

3.5.1 One-family Detached Dwellings
3.6

Special Permits Allowed in R-7 Residential Zones:

26

3.6.1 Two-family Attached Dwellings
3.7

Special Permits Allowed in R-12 and R-7 Residential Zones:

27

3.7.1 Alternate Residential Building Types
3.7.2 Affordable Age-Restricted Housing for Seniors and
Service Use Buildings
3.7.3 Single Family Entry Level Housing
3.8

Conversion of Rental Apartments to Condominiums or
Townhouses

32

3.9

Uses Permitted in R-D Residential Designed Zone

32

3.10

Uses Permitted in B Business Zone

33

3.11

Special Permits Allowed in B Business Zones:

33

3.11.1 Places of Assembly for Recreation
3.11.2 Funeral Parlors, Mortuaries
3.11.3 RESERVED (former Motor Vehicle Sales and Service)
7.4.20 Building Locations
7.4.21 Erosion and Sedimentation Control
7.4.22 Certification

1.

This moratorium shall take effect upon adoption by the Town Plan and Zoning
Commission.

Section 3.1

2.

This moratorium shall expire 365 days from adoption.

3.

If the TPZ adopts TOD zoning regulations for the area around the Newington
Junction CTfastrak station before this moratorium expires, this moratorium shall
expire on the effective date of such zoning regulation or amendment.

4.

The TPZ reserves the right to terminate this moratorium prior to the expiration
date stated in Paragraph C.2.

Uses Permitted in Any Zone

The following uses are compatible with any class of uses and are permitted in any zone. All such permitted uses
shall comply with the appropriate height, area and site plan requirements of these regulations.
3.1.2 .1.1

Public Library

3.1.2 .1.2

Public Parks and Playgrounds

3.1.2 .1.3

Farms, to include animal husbandry or horticultural uses, under the following conditions:
A. All structures, except dwellings shall hereafter be located not less than 100 feet from any
street line and 100 feet from any dwelling on an adjacent lot, except that this requirement
shall not restrict fencing for pastures for horses and cows. Roadside farm stands must
be set back at least 20 feet from the street line and only produce grown on the premises
may be sold.
B. Commercial slaughtering, except animals raised on the premises, is prohibited. The
keeping of any animal(s) other than house pets and hens as allowed under Section 3.3.5
of these regulations requires at least five (5) acres for such purpose.
C. None of these uses shall create offensive odors, noise or unsightly appearance
noticeable off the premises.
D. A free standing sign not exceeding nine (9) square feet per side and not more than 8 feet
maximum height advertising farm products grown or raised on the property may be
permitted by Special Permit from the Commission.

3.1.2 .1.4

Construction Trailers
Trailers used for business, office, and storage purposes in connection with a bonafide
construction operation within the Town may be used for such purposes in any zone subject to
the following requirements: Trailers in use for field offices or for storage of materials or
equipment during the construction, alteration or repair of a building may, during the actual
progress of such work, only be parked on the premises on which such work is being done. If
for any reason whatever, such work shall cease for more than 90 days, such parked trailers
shall be removed and shall not be returned unless such work is again in actual progress with
appropriate permits. At the conclusion of a construction project all construction trailers shall
be removed from the site within 30 days. (Effective 12-1-01 and 7-30-16)

The use of a residence by the occupant for business purposes is permitted subject to the
following requirements.
A. No business is conducted on the premises except by mail, telephone or data terminal.
B. No persons other than members of the resident family are employed in such activity.
C. No external evidence of the business is visible.
D. No business signs are erected.
E. No pedestrian or automobile traffic other than that normally generated by a residence is
permitted.
F. See Section 3.4.4 (Home Occupation and Professional Office) to obtain approval of a
proposed business that exceeds these requirements.
3.3.2

A driveway or walk for access to a business or industrial use only when no other access
exists, and when the residentially-zoned property is in the same ownership as the business or
industrial property.

3.3.3

Use of residence for personal business purposes:
The use of a residence by the occupant for business purposes is permitted subject to the
following requirements:
A. No business is conducted on the premises except by mail, telephone, or data
terminal.
B. No persons other than members of the resident family are employed in such activity.
C. No external evidence of the business is visible.
D. No business signs are erected.
E. No pedestrian or automobile traffic other than that normally generated by a residence
is permitted.
F. See Section 3.4.4 (Home Occupation and Professional Office) to obtain approval of a
proposed business that exceeds these requirements.

3.3.4

A driveway or walk for access to a business or industrial use only when no other access
exists, and when the residentially-zoned property is in the same ownership as the business or
industrial property.

3.3.5

Keeping of Hens
A.

The keeping of hens shall be allowed as a noncommercial accessory use on a singlefamily residential lots subject to the issuance of a Zoning Permit.

B. The number of hens permitted per this section is as follows:
1. For lots smaller than 20,000 square feet - No more than (8) eight hens.
2. For lots larger than 20,000 square feet— No more than (12) twelve hens.
3. Roosters are prohibited.

4. Enclosure: The use shall be confined to a predator-proof fenced enclosure with the
following parameters:
a) No more than 200 square feet in area.
b) A minimum of 10 square feet of ground area per hen.
c) Located in a rear yard.
d) The height of enclosure wall or side support will not exceed 7 feet.
e) Setbacks (In the instance that more than one distance
requirement shall apply, the greater distance requirements shall apply)
(1) At least 25 feet from any street line.
(2) Minimum of 10 feet from any property line.
f) Coop: All poultry shall be housed in a coop that is designed to be predator-proof,
thoroughly ventilated, watertight, and easily accessed and cleaned. The coop shall
be constructed with the following parameters:
(1) At least 15 feet from any property line
(2) Minimum of 3 square feet of area per hen.
g) Enclosure and coop will be kept clean and cleaned at minimum bi-weekly.
5. Food and Waste
a) Food shall be stored in watertight rodent-proof containers.
b) Waste shall be disposed of offsite or composted no closer than 50 feet from any
property line.

6. This section shall not apply to the keeping of hens as part of an approved agricultural
use or within a schoolhouse, museum, or zoo for the purpose of study or observation.
Section 3.4

Special Permits Allowed in All Residential Zones

The following uses are declared to possess such special characteristics that each must be considered a special
permit. They may be permitted by the Commission in any residential zone, subject to the following conditions and
the provisions of Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
3.4.1

Golf course or country club whether operated as profit-making or non-profit, or other nonprofit similar recreation uses including clubhouses, provided that:
A. Such uses shall occupy not less than 10 acres.
B. No land actively used for recreation or other purpose shall be located less than 50 feet
from any property line.

3.4.2

Private Stables
Land and accessory buildings associated with a private residence may be permitted by the
Commission for private equestrian use when located not less than 100 feet from any property
line and having a minimum size of one acre for each animal in addition to the minimum lot
area required for the zone in which the property is located. (Effective 12-01-01 and 7-30-16).

TOWN OF NEWINGTON
200 Garfield Street Newington, Connecticut 06111

Town Planner
Memorandum
To:

Town Plan and Zoning Commission

From:

Town Planner Renata Bertotti, AICP

Date:

April 6, 2021

Subject: For Discussion re: Newington Junction TOD
_______________________________________________________________________
Please review the attached map of the area for consideration. I would like to start the
conversation by addressing the following fundamentals:
1. Uses:
Our Cedar/Fen TOD regulations allow:


Mixed-use development, which will provide opportunities to live, work, shop,
and/or be entertained within a single project, and when appropriate, in the same
building.



Dining and entertainment clusters.



Bioscience, advanced manufacturing, aerospace engineering, information
technology, and other advanced technologies.

Uses to consider:
Artisan industrial - a skilled craft worker who makes or creates functional or decorative objects
partly or entirely by hand (for example furniture, decorative art, sculpture, clothing, food items,
household items and tools and mechanisms such as the handmade clockwork movement of a
watchmaker).
Artist studio
Banquet hall
Brewpub
Health care services/medical offices
Home occupations
Phone: (860) 665-8575 Fax: (860) 665-8577
townplanner@newingtonct.gov
www.newingtonct.gov

Hotel
Indoor arts, recreation, and entertainment
Multiple-family dwelling
Elderly housing development
Outdoor dining
Places of assembly and schools
Professional offices
Recreation center
Retail sales and service, excluding package stores and except auto sales and services
Restaurant
A mix of any permitted uses
2. How do we regulate uses:
Special permit vs. permitted as of right:
Perhaps we could consider allowing as of right proposals for up to 10 dwelling units, restaurants
seating 50 patrons or less, retail and office proposals of 5,000 or less and require special permit
for uses that exceed such thresholds.
Should we require mixed use or should we consider allowing standalone multi-family residential
uses?
3. Street access:
If more than X (10?) dwelling units or set gross floor area (5,000 sq. ft.?) of commercial use –
the development must have an access drive of 50 ft.for a ROW and 28 ft of paved access? We
could also not do this and use our normal access street / driveway standards.
4. Setbacks:
Min 15 ft to the internal ‘street’ (access drive)
Min 25 ft to Willard (if the properties abutting Willard are part of the overlay zone)
Min 35 ft to existing single family residential zone
Min 15 ft to Fastrack parcel boundary.
5. Building Height:
We currently allow 3 stories / 45’ in this area. Perhaps we could consider allowing 4 stories like
we do in PD?

TOWN OF NEWINGTON
200 Garfield Street Newington, Connecticut 06111

Town Planner
Memorandum
To:

Town Plan and Zoning Commission

From:

Town Planner Renata Bertotti, AICP

Date:

April 6, 2021

Subject: For Discussion re: Zoning Regulations B zone
__________________________________________________________________________
On March 25, 2021 I emailed you the attached B-zone regulation for discussion at our April 14,
2021. My questions and suggestions for discussion are shown in red and in highlighted sections.
As you know, this is the beginning of our comprehensive review or Town’s zoning regulations –
one of many to come.

cc:
file

Phone: (860) 665-8575 Fax: (860) 665-8577
townplanner@newingtonct.gov
www.newingtonct.gov

Section 3.10

Uses Permitted in B Business Zones

Purpose:
B Business zone is a commercial district within or adjacent to residential neighborhoods. Its purpose is to
provide stores and service establishments for the convenience shopping and service needs of persons residing in the
neighborhood and incidentally to others peripheral to the neighborhood.
In B Business Zones, land and buildings may be used and buildings may be altered or erected to be used for the following
purposes and no other. All such uses must be included within a building or structure or accessory to the permitted
principal use. (Effective 12-01-01)
3.10.1

Permitted Uses
A. Retail stores and trades including banks. – trades should be defined. What has the TPZ
traditionally considered to be the ‘trade’?
B. Personal service shops or stores.
C. Business or professional offices. – business office should be defined. What has the TPZ
traditionally considered to be business office under this provision?
D. Clubs or fraternal organizations.

3.10.2

Buffer Areas
A landscaped buffer area is required along any portion of the property which abuts single family
residential use, in accordance with Section 6.10.5.

Section 3.11

Special Permits Allowed in B Business Zones

The following uses are declared to possess such special characteristics that each must be considered a special permit.
They may be permitted by the Commission subject to the following conditions and the provisions of Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
3.11.1

Places of assembly for recreation, such as health clubs and dance studios. All such uses shall be
completely enclosed in a building or structure or accessory to the permitted principal use. (Effective
12-01-01) – some of these could be as of right. If you are concerned with big generators (i.e. Edge
Fitness or such) we could limit by parking. For example, we could say, Places of assembly for
recreation, such as health clubs and dance studios that require less than 10 (or 15 or 20) parking
spaces – permitted as of right. The ones with more would need a special permit.

3.11.2

Funeral parlors or mortuaries.

3.11.3

Service, sale, repair, rental or storage of motor vehicles in accordance with Section 6.11 and Section
5.2 and 5.3 of the Zoning Regulations (effective 07/31/2019) – I propose we exclude sale, rental and
storage from this zone, but add auto detailing.

3.11.4

Services which customarily use specialized equipment, such as printers, dry cleaners, and the like.
Delete?
Coin-operated games and devices may be allowed, not to exceed 10 in number in any single place of
recreation, amusement, or the like, as an accessory use to the principal activity.Delete?

3.11.5

3.11.6

Restaurants (excluding drive-in or curb services restaurants.) Restaurants may offer outside
temporary seasonal seating areas when approved by the Commission. (Effective 12-01-01) –
Consider allowing restaurants of a certain size as of right. We could tie this with either gross floor, or
preferably, by parking. Consider allowing outdoor dining as of right accessory use and limit to 4
tables or 20 patrons. When larger it can require Special Permit. The other option would be seating
percentage.

3.11.7

A Fueling Station located within a Shopping Center and subject to the following requirements:
A. Shopping Center shall have a principal building containing a Supermarket Grocery Store
occupying not less than sixty thousand (60,000) square feet as its Principal Tenant.

B. The Fueling Station must be on the Shopping Center Premises or it must be on property that
abuts and is adjacent to the Shopping Center.
C. Principal Tenant must be the beneficiary of the Special Permit
D. Any Special Permit shall be subject to all of the provisions of Section 5.2 of these Regulations;
E. The Fueling Station shall be serviced by a building containing not more than two hundred (200)
square feet.
F. The sale of products shall be limited to gasoline, diesel fuel, fuel oil in enclosed containers,
antifreeze, natural gas for use in an internal combustion engine, electricity used to power motor
vehicles and compressed air for filling tires.
G. No other products may be sold on the premises other than as may be sold through vending
machines which shall be located inside the building.
H. There shall be no repairs or vehicle maintenance performed on the premises.
I.

The location of the Fueling Station shall be subject to receipt of a Certificate of Approval in
accordance with Section 6.11 excluding the provisions of Sections 6.11.6 and 6.11.8.

J.

No outside storage of any motor vehicles shall be permitted.

K. There shall be no outdoor display of merchandise, except that motor oil and other fluids for motor
vehicles may be displayed on racks, designed therefore, immediately adjacent to the building.
L. Storage tanks for gasoline and other motor vehicle fuels shall be located underground in
compliance with pertinent state and local codes and regulations.
M. There shall be no storage and or dumping of waste materials.
N. There shall be no sleeping quarters in the building.
O. The sign provisions of Section 6.2 shall apply.
P. There shall be no direct ingress or egress from or to any street or highway from the Fueling
Station location. All ingress and egress shall be from within the shopping center over internal
drives established for that purpose.
Q. The architectural style and design of the Fueling Station building (including but not limited to the
canopy over the pumps) shall be approved by the Commission and shall be compatible with the
architectural style and design of the primary buildings of the Shopping Center of which it is to be a
part.
R. In addition to the standards required pursuant to Section 5.2.6, the Commission shall also
consider: whether the Fueling Station will increase competition and improve the pricing of fuel to
consumers; whether it will have a favorable impact on local street traffic flow by virtue of its
internal location; whether the fact that most of the customers will already be entering and exiting
the roadway for other purchases at other retail units within the Shopping Center and not
generating additional traffic; and whether there is a traffic signal at the intersection of the internal
drive and the adjoining street to regulate traffic from the use. (Effective 3-4-14)
3.11.8

Brewery (effective 07-14-2020)

3.11.9

Distillery (effective 07-14-2020)

3.11.10

Brew pub or brew pub restaurant (effective 07-14-2020).

3.11.11

Distillery pub or distillery restaurant (effective 07-14-2020).

3.11.12

Winery (effective 07-14-2020)

3.11.13

Food truck, in connection with an approved brew pub, brew pub restaurant, distillery pub, distillery
restaurant, or winery (effective 07-14-2020). Consider as of right accessory use.

241 Main Street / Hartford / Connecticut / 06106
Phone (860) 522-2217 / Fax (860) 724-1274
www.crcog.org

March 19, 2021
TO: EAST GRANBY PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
REPORT ON ZONING REFERRAL Z-2021-10: Proposed zoning amendments pertaining to yard
requirements in residential zones.
COMMISSIONERS: Receipt is acknowledged of the above-mentioned referral. Notice of this proposal
was transmitted to the Policy and Planning Division of the Capitol Region Council of Governments under
the provisions of Section 8-3b of the Connecticut General Statutes, as amended.
COMMENT: The staff of the Regional Planning Commission of the Capitol Region Council of
Governments has reviewed this zoning referral and finds no apparent conflict with regional plans and
policies or the concerns of neighboring towns.
The public hearing date has been scheduled for 4/13/2021.
In accordance with our procedures this letter will constitute final CRCOG action on this referral.
Questions concerning this referral should be directed to Caitlin Palmer.
DISTRIBUTION: Planner: Bloomfield, Granby, Simsbury, Suffield, Windsor, Windsor Locks
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Bartiss-Earley, Chairman
Regional Planning Commission
Brendan Malone, Vice Chairman
Regional Planning Commission

Christopher Henchey
Transportation Planner

Andover / Avon / Berlin / Bloomfield / Bolton / Canton / Columbia / Coventry / East Granby / East Hartford / East Windsor / Ellington / Enfield / Farmington /
Glastonbury / Granby / Hartford / Hebron / Manchester / Mansfield / Marlborough / New Britain / Newington / Plainville / Rocky Hill / Simsbury / Somers / South
Windsor / Southington / Stafford / Suffield / Tolland / Vernon / West Hartford / Wethersfield / Willington / Windsor / Windsor Locks

A voluntary Council of Governments formed to initiate and implement regional programs of benefit to the towns and the region

241 Main Street / Hartford / Connecticut / 06106
Phone (860) 522-2217 / Fax (860) 724-1274
www.crcog.org

March 19, 2021
TO: EAST GRANBY PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
REPORT ON ZONING REFERRAL Z-2021-11: Proposed zoning amendments pertaining to
signage sizing in all zones.
COMMISSIONERS: Receipt is acknowledged of the above-mentioned referral. Notice of this proposal
was transmitted to the Policy and Planning Division of the Capitol Region Council of Governments under
the provisions of Section 8-3b of the Connecticut General Statutes, as amended.
COMMENT: The staff of the Regional Planning Commission of the Capitol Region Council of
Governments has reviewed this zoning referral and finds no apparent conflict with regional plans and
policies or the concerns of neighboring towns.
The public hearing date has been scheduled for 4/13/2021.
In accordance with our procedures this letter will constitute final CRCOG action on this referral.
Questions concerning this referral should be directed to Caitlin Palmer.
DISTRIBUTION: Planner: Bloomfield, Granby, Simsbury, Suffield, Windsor, Windsor Locks
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Bartiss-Earley, Chairman
Regional Planning Commission
Brendan Malone, Vice Chairman
Regional Planning Commission

Christopher Henchey
Transportation Planner

Andover / Avon / Berlin / Bloomfield / Bolton / Canton / Columbia / Coventry / East Granby / East Hartford / East Windsor / Ellington / Enfield / Farmington /
Glastonbury / Granby / Hartford / Hebron / Manchester / Mansfield / Marlborough / New Britain / Newington / Plainville / Rocky Hill / Simsbury / Somers / South
Windsor / Southington / Stafford / Suffield / Tolland / Vernon / West Hartford / Wethersfield / Willington / Windsor / Windsor Locks

A voluntary Council of Governments formed to initiate and implement regional programs of benefit to the towns and the region

241 Main Street / Hartford / Connecticut / 06106
Phone (860) 522-2217 / Fax (860) 724-1274
www.crcog.org

March 19, 2021
TO: BERLIN PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
REPORT ON ZONING REFERRAL Z-2021-17: Proposed zoning amendment pertaining to a
Planned Residential Infill Development Zone and the conversion of hotels and motels to permanent
residential housing units.
COMMISSIONERS: Receipt is acknowledged of the above-mentioned referral. Notice of this proposal
was transmitted to the Policy and Planning Division of the Capitol Region Council of Governments under
the provisions of Section 8-3b of the Connecticut General Statutes, as amended.
COMMENT: The staff of the Regional Planning Commission of the Capitol Region Council of
Governments has reviewed this zoning referral and finds no apparent conflict with regional plans and
policies or the concerns of neighboring towns. The staff commends the efforts to convert hotel and motel
spaces into permanent housing units, which furthers CRCOG policy to encourage and support changes to
zoning regulations to permit a greater diversity of housing types and costs.
The public hearing date has been scheduled for 4/15/2021.
In accordance with our procedures this letter will constitute final CRCOG action on this referral.
Questions concerning this referral should be directed to Caitlin Palmer.
DISTRIBUTION: Planner: Newington, Rocky Hill, Southington, New Britain, Cromwell, Middletown,
Meriden, River COG, South Central COG
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Bartiss-Earley, Chairman
Regional Planning Commission
Brendan Malone, Vice Chairman
Regional Planning Commission

Christopher Henchey
Transportation Planner

Andover / Avon / Berlin / Bloomfield / Bolton / Canton / Columbia / Coventry / East Granby / East Hartford / East Windsor / Ellington / Enfield / Farmington /
Glastonbury / Granby / Hartford / Hebron / Manchester / Mansfield / Marlborough / New Britain / Newington / Plainville / Rocky Hill / Simsbury / Somers / South
Windsor / Southington / Stafford / Suffield / Tolland / Vernon / West Hartford / Wethersfield / Willington / Windsor / Windsor Locks

A voluntary Council of Governments formed to initiate and implement regional programs of benefit to the towns and the region

241 Main Street / Hartford / Connecticut / 06106
Phone (860) 522-2217 / Fax (860) 724-1274
www.crcog.org

March 19, 2021
TO: ENFIELD PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
REPORT ON ZONING REFERRAL Z-2021-20: Proposed zoning amendment pertaining to child
day-care facilities as a special permit use in the limited office zone.
COMMISSIONERS: Receipt is acknowledged of the above-mentioned referral. Notice of this proposal
was transmitted to the Policy and Planning Division of the Capitol Region Council of Governments under
the provisions of Section 8-3b of the Connecticut General Statutes, as amended.
COMMENT: The staff of the Regional Planning Commission of the Capitol Region Council of
Governments has reviewed this zoning referral and finds no apparent conflict with regional plans and
policies or the concerns of neighboring towns.
The public hearing date has been scheduled for 4/8/2021.
In accordance with our procedures this letter will constitute final CRCOG action on this referral.
Questions concerning this referral should be directed to Caitlin Palmer.
DISTRIBUTION: Planner: Somers, Ellington, East Windsor, Suffield, Windsor Locks
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Bartiss-Earley, Chairman
Regional Planning Commission
Brendan Malone, Vice Chairman
Regional Planning Commission

Christopher Henchey
Transportation Planner

Andover / Avon / Berlin / Bloomfield / Bolton / Canton / Columbia / Coventry / East Granby / East Hartford / East Windsor / Ellington / Enfield / Farmington /
Glastonbury / Granby / Hartford / Hebron / Manchester / Mansfield / Marlborough / New Britain / Newington / Plainville / Rocky Hill / Simsbury / Somers / South
Windsor / Southington / Stafford / Suffield / Tolland / Vernon / West Hartford / Wethersfield / Willington / Windsor / Windsor Locks

A voluntary Council of Governments formed to initiate and implement regional programs of benefit to the towns and the region
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www.crcog.org

March 19, 2021
TO: SOMERS PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
REPORT ON ZONING REFERRAL Z-2021-21: Proposed zoning amendment pertaining to farm
wineries/vineyards, breweries, and distilleries as a special use in all zones.
COMMISSIONERS: Receipt is acknowledged of the above-mentioned referral. Notice of this proposal
was transmitted to the Policy and Planning Division of the Capitol Region Council of Governments under
the provisions of Section 8-3b of the Connecticut General Statutes, as amended.
COMMENT: The staff of the Regional Planning Commission of the Capitol Region Council of
Governments has reviewed this zoning referral and finds no apparent conflict with regional plans and
policies or the concerns of neighboring towns.
The public hearing date has been scheduled for 4/5/2021.
In accordance with our procedures this letter will constitute final CRCOG action on this referral.
Questions concerning this referral should be directed to Caitlin Palmer.
DISTRIBUTION: Planner: Enfield, Ellington, Stafford
Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Bartiss-Earley, Chairman
Regional Planning Commission
Brendan Malone, Vice Chairman
Regional Planning Commission

Christopher Henchey
Transportation Planner
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